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Abstract

According to Cisco’s Virtual Networking Index consumer generated video traffic will ac-
count for 69 percent of all consumer generated Internet traffic by 2017. This prognosis
reflects the increasing desire in multimedia applications that has developed in recent years.
Providing the necessary quality of service and network infrastructure for these new multi-
media services is a tremendous challenge for traffic engineers. Designing, operating and
optimizing a large scale distribution network with a heterogeneous composition of hardware
is hard and often requires various demanding configuration approaches. This thesis investi-
gates the present distribution architecture and requirements of Internet Protocol Television
as an example for a next generation multimedia application. A mathematical model is
formulated to abstract the physical network. This model is used in an optimization ap-
proach based on mathematical programing. Furthermore the recently developed paradigm of
software-defined networks (SDN) is used to establish an easily manageable and extendable
network infrastructure. Finally an optimization module designed to take advantage of the
possibilities provided by SDN is developed and evaluated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its introduction between 1972 and 1989 the purpose of the Internet has changed
drastically. From the initial network displaying static pages with monotonous content the
network has matured into an interactive multimedia environment. After its commercial-
ization in 1995 and an unprecedented growth of the network’s structure a proliferation of
devices capable of accessing the Internet at anyplace and at any point in time followed
rapidly. Shortly after this the Internet has become omnipresent throughout the everyday
life. This omnipresence is reflected by a forecast in the Cisco Visual Networking Index [58].
The index states that by the end of 2017 global IP traffic will pass the zettabyte threshold.
Furthermore according to the VNI the number of devices connected to the Internet will
outnumber the global population by a factor of three in 2017 [58].
Initially connecting workstations and a small set of other devices, today nearly everything
is connected to the Internet. Personal computers, smartphones, television sets even cars
and classical household devices have the ability to browse the web. It is expected that in
the near future even more devices if not nearly any device will be connected to some kind of
network. Besides these various forms of access, the content itself changed as well. The dull
and text-based network which was mainly used by scientists and specialists is replaced by
a colorful collection of dynamic webpages, image collections, online gaming services, shop-
ping opportunities and most importantly movie rental, TV and video broadcast services.
These video services alone will account for 69 percent of the overall consumer Internet
traffic in 2017 [58].
One especially demanding application in this pool is Internet Protocol Television. Whereas
television has always been one of the most demanding applications for any telecommuni-
cations system the challenge to distribute it via the Internet is even more complex. The
Internet’s network core is not suited at most levels to support a continuous, high quality
video transmission. And this is still not considering a live transmission to millions of users
during popular high demand events.
This thesis presents the challenges that accompany a possible distribution of Internet based
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12 Chapter 1. Introduction

television applications. Furthermore it presents one possible optimization approach that
can be used to efficiently distribute these demanding multimedia applications using a new
network paradigm as well as well understood optimization approaches.

Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 introduces the specifics of the Internet Protocol Television application. It
presents the current network structure used for distribution television and the protocol
standard crafted especially for television services in the Internet. In the following chapter
two general optimization approaches are investigated. The purpose of this investigation
is to decide which approach may be suitable for optimizing a media distribution network.
The knowledge from the previous chapters is used in chapter 4 to design a powerful new
optimization module based on a recently developed network paradigm. Chapter 5 presents
results for various experiments performed with the developed module in various scenarios.
Finally chapter 6 presents the results and conclusions found in this work and possible areas
for future research.



Chapter 2

Application Scenario -
Internet Protocol Television

Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is one of the most demanding applications present in
the next-generation Internet. The typical service range covered by IPTV includes digital
television distribution and video-on-demand (VOD) services. Additionally IPTV offers
classical services like Voice-over-IP (VoIP) as well as web services, e.g. browsing or email.
It easily becomes clear that this type of service surpasses the traditional television broad-
cast service. IPTV therefore is probably one of the best examples for the convergence
of content, communication and computing. In addition, IPTV resembles the fusion of
telecommunication and classical broadcast services [4, 97]. The bidirectionality of the IP-
based channel underlying IPTV differentiates its service from the classical solely push-based
television broadcast. IPTV introduces a pull component with which the user is able to
request personalized content, participate in the program interactively and in general is able
to personalize the viewing experience [97].
A common term with respect to the aforementioned services is the triple-play feature.
Triple-play includes IPTV, VoIP, traditional web services and is usually bundled with a
high-speed broadband access for the end-user. Which challenges IPTV, especially triple-
play, present for the underlying network and traffic engineering is investigated in this
chapter.

Initially started in Japan in 2002 and later in Korea, IPTV services progressed towards
the United States and Europe. Figure 2.1 depicts the growth of the user base from 2005
to 2013 [95, 97]. In 2005 the service globally reached four million homes. Until 2013
this number shall reach 81 million1 from 2009’s 26.7 million users. From this forecast it
becomes clearly visible that in the near future more and more services will be based on

1http://www.iptvmagazine.com/stats.html
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Figure 2.1: IPTV user-base between 2009 and 2013.

the IP protocol. Whereas the number of subscribers is steadily increasing the number of
technologies providing the underlying network services are not yet completely ready.

2.1 Internet Protocol Television Technology

At the time of this writing three prevalent technologies are used in IPTV distribution in
communication networks, namely IP multicast, Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [55]
and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) [89] networks. Due to the nature of a television broadcast service
IP multicast is seen as the technology of choice when implementing a distribution scheme
throughout the Internet. Multicast is designed to be scalable and resource conserving with
respect to the consumed data-rate throughout the network core. Both aspects are highly
important in the design of an IPTV distribution scheme considering the enormous user
base. IP multicast provides either a one-to-many or many-to-many best effort delivery ser-
vice. The current experimental multicast backbone (Mbone) has been available for roughly
two decades [28]. Yet the adoption rate of multicast in the Internet has been remarkably
slow. The lack of adoption is mostly due to the need for specific forwarding hardware that
can cope with the requirements of IP multicast. Deployment of this forwarding hardware
throughout the core network have therefore been slow and expensive [31]. The current
design lacks an efficient network wide group management and authentication system, a
distributed multicast address allocation system and sufficient security measures to prevent
attacks against multicast routes and active sessions. Finally the service has been designed
to be a best-effort delivery without any means to guarantee data-integrity. As a result of
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these drawbacks Internet Service Provider (ISP) multicast deployment is slow and present
multicast architectures are usually confined to managed networks. One popular example
that uses IP multicast in a managed environment to provide end users with IPTV services
is Deutsche Telekom’s Entertain service2 in Germany.
The second distribution approach is the CDN service. It is build upon a separate infras-
tructure above the broadband service. The content is replicated over several servers to
provide fast response times and effective delivery [76, 83, 94]. Furthermore CDNs possess
the ability to distribute either pre-recorded or live-streamed data [86]. The goal is to move
the requested data into the proximity of the end user before passing it to the last mile
segment. This segment is mostly composed of various technologies including fiber-to-the-x
(FTTX), digital subscriber lines (DSL), carrier Ethernet and high speed wireless distribu-
tion systems [76]. On a high level of abstraction the architecture of a CDN can be described
as presented in [66] using the Akamai3 CDN as an example.

End User Segment

Private Network

 Infrastructure

Streaming 
Servers

Transport 
Servers

Media Source & 

Encoder

Figure 2.2: High level abstraction of a CDN architecture.

2http://www.entertain.de/startseite.html
3http://www.akamai.com
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The overall network is separated into two types of servers, namely streaming servers and
transport servers. This topology is established in an over-the-top (OTT) fashion above
the existing network core of the Internet. Transport servers connect the entry points, e.g.
content sources, and a set of relay servers. Streaming servers link the end-user’s last mile
segment to this transport infrastructure, usually using multicast. This application of mul-
ticast is not present in the public Internet but only in managed networks. Furthermore
the streaming servers are placed at geographically different locations and connected to the
transport servers using private network infrastructures. The general idea of the CDN prin-
ciple is to map a user request to a streaming endpoint of the CDN which has a favorable
connection in terms of reliability, delay and other quality-of-service (QoS) requirements to
the sink. Overall CDN services improve the network performance in terms of data-rate,
accessibility and reliability. Popular commercial CDN operators are Akamai, Limelight4

or EdgeStream5. These services are usually not limited to video distribution but apply to
multimedia data in general. The degree of quality usually provided is not achievable in the
public Internet, where resources are shared between multiple users.

The last approach presented is a mesh-pull P2P system [54]. A P2P architecture requires
minimal additional infrastructure, because each node participating in the system pools its
resources with the remaining nodes. This resource sharing principle allows for an easy
deployment of a P2P based distribution system. Additionally a P2P network has no need
for a complex multicast setup which returns additional benefits in regard of configuration
overhead and network usage, established connections between the different peers are on
pure unicast base [54]. The mesh-pull approach is similar to a BitTorrent [19] structure,
yet it incorporates a set of modifications to make the system suitable for live-streaming
purposes and the inherent timing constraints of media streaming. A generic architecture
as described by Ross et al. [54] is depicted in figure 2.3.

The three main parts of the architecture are the peer nodes, the tracker server and the
streaming server. The streaming server converts the media stream that is to be distributed
into small chunks that can be efficiently distributed to the peer nodes. Peer nodes contain
a streaming engine and a media player located on the same device. The streaming engine
is responsible for the exchange of media stream chunks between the different peers. The
media player presents the reassembled media stream to the end user. Finally the tracker
server provides the necessary information about present peers and the streaming servers in
the network. As one of the changes compared to a BitTorrent application a tracker server
in a mesh-pull P2P scenario is modified to accommodate the large end-user base. There-
fore the tracker server may not have information about all peers present in its database.
Typically a so called gossip protocol [53] is used that allows peers to detect and interchange
peer locations with each other without the use of the centralized tracker server. Further-

4www.limelight.com
5www.edgestream.com
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Figure 2.3: High level abstraction of mesh-pull P2P architecture [54].

more, a mesh-pull P2P system is using two types of communication protocols. The first
protocol performs the peer and channel management tasks and is typically using UDP.
The second protocol is responsible for the distribution of the chunks between the different
peers. Chunks can be downloaded from the original streaming server or from any peer that
advertises owning a desired chunk. Communication is typically performed using TCP.
Several of these mesh-pull P2P are already in place and serve tens of thousands of users si-
multaneously. Popular operators include CoolStreaming6, PPLive7 , PPStream8 , UUSee9

and many more.
At this point the three predominant technologies have been introduced. In the following
the QoS-requirements for IPTV are presented and typical data-rates for media streams

6http://www.coolstreaming.us
7http://www.pplive.com
8http://www.ppstream.com
9http://www.uusee.com
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are given. Before taking a closer look at compressed data-rates consider this elementary
estimate for an uncompressed high-definition video stream:

1 frame 1920× 1080, Full-HD resolution

× 3 Three colours in RGB

× 8 bit 8-bit colour resolution

= 49766400 bit/frame

× 24 frame/s 24 frames per second

= 1194393600 bit/s ≈ 1.2 Gbit/s

Also consider that this estimate represents pure image data. Additional audio information
as well as necessary redundancy packets are not included yet. It is obvious that a trans-
mission of uncompressed raw video data is not an option. If current encoding standards
used in television broadcast are considered this raw data-rate is significantly reduced to
roughly 4 to 13 Mbit/s for an HDTV stream and 1 to 4 Mbit/s for an SDTV stream.
Taking into account that many end users are possessing multiple TV sets and are watching
different TV channels with a high probability one can easily reach a cumulative data rate
of roughly 20 to 25 Mbit/s. Again remember this only considers TV distribution and not
yet additional traffic produced by the end user.
In addition to the high data-rates produced by IPTV, the offered service is subject to strict
QoS requirements. ITU Y.1504 [87] specifies these requirements for an IPTV service with
adequate quality for the end-user.

Class IPTD IPDV IPLR IPER IPRR Application Scenario

QoS class 0 100 ms 50 ms 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Real-time (VoIP)

QoS class 1 400 ms 50 ms 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Real-time (VoIP)

QoS class 2 100 ms - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Highly interactive

QoS class 3 400 ms - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Interactive

QoS class 4 1 s - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Low loss only

QoS class 5 - - - - - Best-effort

QoS class 6 100 ms 50 ms 1× 10−5 1× 10−6 1× 10−6 IPTV

QoS class 7 400 ms 50 ms 1× 10−5 1× 10−6 1× 10−6 IPTV

Table 2.1: Quality of Service requirements for different classes according to ITU-T Y.1541
[87].

In Table 2.1 requirements for IP packet transfer delay (IPTD), IP packet delay variation
(IPDV), IP packet loss ratio (IPLR), IP packet error ratio (IPER) and IP packet reordering
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ratio (IPRR) are provided. IPTD is the delay of a single packet due to queueing and
forwarding. IPDV is an additive or subtractive change of the IPTD value. IPLR is the
percentage of lost packets. IPER is the percentage of erroneously received packets. A −
represents an unspecified value. In [87] QoS-classes 1-5 also are defined, but they are not
of relevance for IPTV distribution. These classes are concerned with traditional Internet
applications. Further each IP packet includes seven MPEG transport stream packets and
each loss event has visible or audible performance impact. All quantities are presented
as upper bounds and evaluated in 60 seconds intervals [87]. Furthermore even if the
constraints for class 6 or class 7 in table 2.1 are met by the underlying network they still
do not meet the error ratio recommendations presented in ITU.Y 1541. Therefore the usage
of an FEC scheme (e.g. DVB Application Layer - FEC (AL-FEC) specified in Appendix
E of [36]) with interleaving is recommended by the Pro-MPEG Forum in their Code-of-
Practice-3 (CoP-3)10 [87]. The DVB-IPI protocol [37] has been standardized for IPTV
transmissions and is investigated to determine necessary aspects for traffic engineering.
DVB-IPI partly transports data via TCP and UDP/RTP. To obtain a better understanding
of these underlying transport mechanisms they were discussed in preliminary studies before
the work on this thesis. PRRT [51] is used as an alternative for the UDP/RTP based
transport and is more flexible and robust than UDP/RTP. The following section continues
the investigation of IPTV by taking a closer look at the protocol architecture proposed by
the DVB-IPI standard.

2.2 Digital Video Broadcast - Internet Protocol Television
(DVB-IPTV)

The DVB project11 has been founded in 1993 as a joint venture to develop and foster
the shape of the future of digital video broadcasting. The project hosts over 200 different
enterprises concerned with digital television. These companies include broadcasters, man-
ufacturers, network operators, software engineers, regulatory bodies and more in over 35
countries worldwide. A complete overview can be found in several DVB related works, e.g.
Reimers [88]. After being involved in multiple standardization efforts for satellite (DVB-
S/S2), cable (DVB-C/C2) and terrestrial (DVB-T/T2) broadcast systems it is no surprise
that the project also specified the distribution scheme for IP, namely DVB-Internet Pro-
tocol Infrastructure (DVB-IPI) which is at home in the DVB-IPTV subproject.
DVB-IPI is one of the most important standards for Internet television. The standardiza-
tion efforts are summarized in ETSI TS 102 034 [37] and in several additional documents,
which are can be obtained from the project’s web presence in the DVB-IPTV standards
section. In [37] the focus is put onto the home infrastructure and especially on the func-
tionality of an IP based DVB receiver.

10http://www.pro-mpeg.org/documents/wancop3.pd
11http://www.dvb.org
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Figure 2.4: High level abstraction of the DVB-IPI architecture. Inspired by [37].

Before the DVB-IPI protocol stack is presented the general network architecture for IPTV
distribution using DVB-IPI is described. Figure 2.4 depicts a high level abstraction.
In figure 2.4 four domains can be identified [91]:

Content Provider Domain: In this domain the content is produced. This includes
digital TV services, movies and other service offerings. Typical entities in this domain
are broadcasters, movie studios or information providers.

Service Provider Domain: In this domain the produced content is offered to the end
user in form of a TV service. Current service offerings are less similar to a classic TV
service, but more a multimedia service including additional service offerings. The
triple-play feature, broadband access, VoIP services and IPTV is probably the most
popular example.

Delivery Network Domain: This domain consists of an IP-based network which trans-
fers the service to the end user. Typically this is a DSL-based network, but other
forms of IP networks may also be possible. Possibilities for different delivery network
types are presented in figure 2.5.

Home Network Domain: This domain includes a gateway which connects the Delivery
Network Domain and the Home Network Domain. Furthermore devices which are
able to receive IP-based television are included in this domain as Home Network End
Device (HNED).
Additionally the DVB project emphasizes standardization efforts in this domain.
Their goal is to specify the minimally needed functionality for interoperability of an
end device.

Although all four domains in figure 2.4 are of grave importance for an appropriate IP-based
television service, the home network is especially critical to achieve success. The service
offering needs to be similar to existing broadcast services as well as easy to setup or end
users may be antagonized. Therefore, an IPTV based receiver needs to have a protocol
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Figure 2.5: Network structure for IPTV Services [97].

structure allowing it to offer the same service and quality as in the already existing DVB
formats. In [37] the European Telecommunications Standards Institute defines such a
protocol stack. Depending on the current application requirement different parts of the
overall stack are used. The four main tasks of the protocol are device discovery, service
discovery & selection (SD&S), media transport and clock synchronization.

Device Discovery: First and foremost a DVB-IPI enabled receiver needs to be able to
connect to an IP-based network. Therefore each device needs to fulfill the require-
ments for Internet hosts from RFC 1122 [11] guaranteeing the availability of HTTP,
HTTPS, TCP, UDP and IP. IP addresses are acquired using the Dynamic Host Con-
figuration Protocol (DHCP) as defined in RFC 2131 [34] and RFC 2132 [3]. Typically
IPTV multicast channels have registered domain names, therefore the Domain Name
System (DNS) is a recommended and useful addition to the protocol capabilities.
Last, to join or leave the respected multicast groups, the Internet Group Manage-
ment Protocol (IGMP) (IGMPv1 [25], IGMPv2 [38], IGMPv3 [15]) is employed.

Service Discovery & Selection: The SD&S process is even more important than the
device discovery. It allows the end user’s device to find an entry point to the television
broadcast. The discovery process provides the user with a list of available services
and the means how to select them [91]. In case of a pure Internet based transmission
full service information must be made available. To reduce the network’s resource
consumptin a data-rate conserving approach can be used. This approach transmits
only mandatory parts of the program-specific information (PMI) encapsulated in the
MPEG-2 transport stream (MPEG-2 TS). The alternative would be to transmit the
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Figure 2.6: DVB-IPI protocol stack. Taken from ETSI TS 102.034 v1.3.1 [37].

full DVB service information (DVB-SI). All information is stored and transmitted in
XML records.
The following four steps describe the steps taken during service discovery by a re-
ceiver. First the receiver searches for SD entry points. For each SD entry point
afterwards service provider information is gathered. Finally for each service provider
the SD information is acquired. For this process to function properly the entry points
have to be determined first. SD entry point sources are checked in the following order:

1. As an additional options field in the DHCP response during the device discovery
process.

2. As address provided by a local DNS server pointing to a DVB IP service provider.

3. Addresses present at services.dvb.org as established by RFC 2728 [85].

4. Addresses present at the well-known multicast address 224.0.23.14 which is
administered by DVB.

After the discovery process is complete a service can either be selected by joining one
multicast group using IGMP or establishing a unicast session using RTSP. Live-media
broadcasts, e.g. TV channels, are usually distributed via multicast and therefore
selected through IGMP, whereas on-demand services are delivered via unicast and
therefore require a connection setup via RTSP.
Since all SD&S XML records must be transported over the network, DVB-IPI defines
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a lightweight transport protocol in its stack for exactly this purpose, namely the DVB
SD&S transport protocol (DVBSTP) on top of UDP.

Media Transport: DVB uses MPEG-2 as default encapsulation format for DVB-IPI
applications in the first version of the standard. More recent versions also specify
the usage of the Advanced Video Coding (AVC), also known as MPEG-4 Part 10.
MPEG-2 nevertheless has been an obvious choice for an early version due to the
broad availability of low cost consumer grade hardware [91].
Multiple MPEG-2 TSs are encapsulated using IP/UDP/RTP generating 40 bytes of
header information and an integer multiple of 188 byte size payload parts. Figure

UDP
8 bytes

IP
20 bytes

RTP
12 bytes

MPEG Payload
n x 188 bytes

Figure 2.7: RTP packet format with MPEG-2 payload.

2.7 illustrates the payload format. Typically one IP packet carries seven MPEG-
2 payload parts resulting in an overall packet size of 1356 bytes. Each additional
payload part would exceed the MTU of 1500 bytes imposed by Ethernet and cause
IP packet fragmentation, which may not be supported by the underlying network
architecture. This behaviour is undesirable due to additional processing requirements
and possible loss of a complete packet if one fragment is lost on the path.

Clock Synchronization: DVB-IPI specifies two procedures to obtain accurate real-time
clock information. Depending on the desired accuracy of a clock different protocols
are employed. For clocks with an accuracy of 100ms timing information is obtained
using the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) defined in RFC 4330 [77]. Higher
precision clocks with accuracy of 1-50ms are using the Network Time Protocol (NTP)
defined in RFC 5905 [78]. The MPEG-2 decoder at the receiver needs to adapt
its own clock to the encoder’s clock to be able to correctly decode and play the
received MPEG-2 TS. Therefore MPEG-2 includes highly precise 27MHz samples of
the program clock reference from which the encoder’s clock is recovered, which is
typical in all DVB systems.
Due to the nature of packet switched networks a certain delay variation, or jitter, is
introduced into the transmission which let the aligned clocks slowly drift apart. To
cope for this jitter the timestamps included in the RTP packets can be exploited to
estimate this drift and afterwards compensate for it.
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2.3 Summary

This chapter presented an introduction into one of the most demanding multimedia ap-
plications in the future Internet, namely Internet Protocol Television. Adoption rates as
well as various distribution schemes have been investigated. This prior knowledge about
the challenges presented by large scale multimedia distribution over the public Internet
structure is essential when aiming for an optimized network utilization. In addition to a
highly efficient network structure, IPTV requests an enormous level of QoS requirements
which are not nearly fulfilled by the current best-effort Internet core network. Finally
the underlying protocol stack, DVB-IPI, is investigated to foster the understanding of the
service itself. With all components of the television service thoroughly investigated the
challenge of performing efficient routing and optimization tasks for multimedia traffic can
be tackled during the progress of this work.



Chapter 3

Optimization Approaches

Optimization is a field in mathematics focussing on the minimization or maximization of a
target function subject to one or multiple constraints. Generally, optimization is not only
concerned with solving a given problem, but the formulation of the problem itself prior
to the actual task of calculating a solution is an art for itself. Therefore any work in this
field is not a mere task of solving a problem but includes two other parts: modeling and
solution analysis. This thought process is depicted in figure 3.1. Each processing step has
a possible effect on a previous or upcoming step. Therefore an optimization process often
is not straightforward, but is an iterative process of refining the problem. This refinement
may be deduced from a solution or may be a result of a change in the abstracted model
if requirements in reality change. One of the most important steps of an optimization

Reality
Computational 

Solver
Formal Model

Modelling Optimization Algorithm

Obtained SolutionSolution Analysis

Figure 3.1: Structure of an optimization process. Inspired by [92].

approach is to precisely model the reality before any computation can take place. Often,
this carefully crafted model of the problem structure makes the upcoming analysis of a
solution more clear and easy. Furthermore any additional effort put in the identification
and formulation of additional constraints is beneficial towards the quality of the solution.

25
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From this it can be deducted that a more complex model of a problem naturally can iden-
tify further problems or bottlenecks during the analysis of a solution.

In the following, two well-studied optimization approaches, common for computer networks
are reviewed. The first approach is a graph theoretical one, which comes rather naturally
when analyzing networks due to their graph-like nature. The second approach is mathemat-
ical programming, which has a manifold of applications in multiple fields, e.g. economics,
operations research, logistics, etc. Especially in the field of mathematical programming the
efficiency of solution algorithms is always related to the complexity of the applied model-
ing. This creates the typical trade-off between a fast and simple solution compared to a
complex and slow one.

3.1 Graph Theoretical Approaches

This section deals with optimization algorithms for graphs. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the general concept of a graph and its properties. Therefore the discussion in
this work focusses on establishing a common ground for the following algorithms. For an
in-depth discussion about graphs, their properties and applications the reader is directed
to the work of Büsing [13], Diestel [29] and Cormen et al. [69].

Definition. A graph G = (V,E) consists of a set V containing the vertices or nodes and
a set E containing the edges. Each edge e ∈ E is a tuple of two vertices e = (u, v) with
u, v ∈ V . w(u, v) are the weights assigned to each edge of the graph. The order of the
graph is equal to the cardinality of the set of vertices |V |. The size of the graph is equal to
the cardinality of the set of edges |E|. A graph is called directed if its edges have a defined
orientation, else undirected. In case of the directed graphs this means (u, v) 6= (v, u),
whereas in the undirected case (u, v) = (v, u) holds.

In relation with the discussion of computer networks each vertex in a graph represents a
host or a network device. Each edge is a link, either physical or logical, between two nodes
in the graph. The weight assigned to an edge represents a simple number or a typical real
network link parameter, e.g. packet loss rate (PLR) or round trip time (RTT).

Whereas a graphical representation, as shown in figure 3.2, is solely used for visualization
purposes, different representations of graphs for algorithmic applications exist.
Adjacency-lists, as illustrated in figure 3.3(b), are a compact representation and especially
useful for sparse graphs in which |E| � |V |2 holds [69]. The structure of such a list
resembles an array of linked-lists. Given a graph G = (V,E) the index of the initial array
resembles one node u ∈ V . The subsequent pointers in the linked-list contain all nodes
v ∈ V for which an edge (u, v) ∈ E exists.
Adjacency-matrices, depicted in figure 3.3 (c), on the other hand are beneficial for dense
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Figure 3.2: Example for a weightless undirected graph with six vertices.
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Figure 3.3: Three different graph representations for a directed graph [69].

graphs in which |E| ≈ |V |2 holds. Given a graph G = (V,E) the adjacency-matrix A is a
|V | × |V | matrix A = (aij) with

aij =

{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E
0 otherwise.

An important type of graphs used in several algorithms is a tree. To introduce trees into
our graph theoretical application toolbox an additional definition is required first.

Definition. A sequence of different nodes connected by edges of a graph G is called path
p. It is expressed as follows

p = v0v1 . . . vk

For all pairs vi, vj in p an edge e = (vi, vj) exists in E or else the path is invalid. v0 is
called start node of p and vk is called end node of p. The number of edges in p is called
length of p. p(u, v) is shorthand for a path starting at node u and terminating at node v.
A path p is called simple if no node is visited more than once. A circle is a path with the
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same start and end node. A circle is called simple if no node, except for the end node, is
visited more than once.

Now the definition of a path can be used to define a tree:

Definition. An undirected graph T = (V,E) is called tree if any two nodes are connected
by exactly one simple path. A tree T contains exactly |V | − 1 edges.

Figure 3.4: An undirected graph (a) and a tree representation (b) of the same graph.

The tree in figure 3.4 (b) is not only a tree but a spanning tree (ST).

Definition. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A subgraph T = (V0, E0) ⊆ G that is
a tree and for which V0 = V holds is called spanning tree. A minimal spanning tree (MST)
is a spanning tree with minimal weight. The weight of an ST is defined as the sum of the
weights on its edges ei.

w(S) =
∑

(i,j)∈E0

wij

An ST connects all vertices of a given graph. In regard of the network optimization
approaches discussed in this work the MST is used in different scenarios. For example in
a broadcast scenario the MST describes an efficient distribution scheme for the complete
network depending on the applied metric for the weights. A metric in this case is referring
to a value representation for the quality of a link in the overall network. Such a metric may
be additive (e.g. transmission delay), multiplicative (e.g. packet erasure rates) or concave
(e.g. data-rate) [5].
For further explanation consider the following example: Given a graph G = (V,E) and a
measure for the link properties λij ,∀e = (i, j) ∈ E. For a path p(u, v) an additive metric
Λ is defined as

Λ(p) =
∑

(i,j)∈p

λij (3.1)
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a multiplicative metric Λ as

Λ(p) =
∏

(i,j)∈p

λij (3.2)

and a concave metric Λ as
Λ(p) = min(λij) (3.3)

Another class of important trees are Steiner trees [57]. In its nature this class is similar to
the spanning tree.

Definition. Let G=(V, E) be an undirected graph and S ⊂ V a real subset of vertices. A
Steiner tree is a minimum spanning tree in G for the node subset S. A Steiner node is a
node that may be added to the minimum spanning tree and is part of the set V \S. These
nodes are added to tree if required to connect all the terminal nodes for the Steiner tree.

A Steiner tree for the graph in figure 3.4(a) is depicted in figure 3.5. The nodes connected
by the tree are 1, 3 and 6. Node 2 is necessary for connecting them and added as Steiner
node to the tree. A possible application for a Steiner tree is a multicast scenario in a
network with a varying set of terminal nodes. Each terminal node or leaf of such a tree
represents one receiver in a multicast group.

Figure 3.5: A Steiner tree for vertices 1 ,3 and 6 for the graph given in figure 3.4(a). The
tree is marked with bold edges and nodes whereas the remaining nodes from the original
graph are represented with dashed contours.

In the following sections two different approaches towards routing in graphs are investi-
gated. The first, path based algorithms, are concerned with finding a path from a source to
a sink without much additional considerations in regard to transported objects or capacity
limits of paths. The second approach, flow based algorithms, takes both of these additional
constraints into account and formulate a more sophisticated routing problem.

3.1.1 Shortest Path Based Algorithms

The shortest path (SP) problem is the task of finding a path between two vertices in a
graph G = (V,E), such that the sum of the weights of this path is minimal compared
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to the weight of all other paths in G. This problem is common in many applications
throughout all kinds of network. For example the OSPF [79,80] and IS-IS [16, 82] routing
protocols make excessive use of shortest paths or any navigation or mapping application
used is typically relying on shortest path route computations.
In other words the mathematical formulation of the problem reads:

Definition. Given a graph G = (V,E) with weights w(u, v). A path ps(s, t) is called
shortest path if its weight is minimal compared to the sum weight of all other paths p′(s, t)
in G which are connecting the same two nodes s and t. The weight of a path is defined as
the sum of its edge weights.

w(p) =
∑

(u,v)∈p

w(u, v)

The list of algorithms which are able to solve this problem is long and the field of path-
based algorithms is well-studied. Therefore only a brief introduction for Dijkstra’s classical
algorithm [30], which has been the first to solve this problem, is given. Additionally an
overview of alternative SP algorithms is given at the end of this section.
In 1959 Edsger Dijkstra published a paper [30] describing how to solve the SP problem for
a single-source in a graph with non-negative edge weights. This is a slight modification to
the formulation of the SP problem above which also allows negative weights. The algorithm
in pseudocode is formulated as shown in algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm

Input: Directed graph G = (V,E) with positive weights w(u, v) and s being a single source
node.

Output: A tree T of all shortest paths for all nodes reachable from s.
1: dist[v] ←∞, ∀v ∈ V
2: dist[s] ← 0
3: pred[v] ← ∅
4: pred[s] ← s
5: V ′ ← V . Set of unvisited nodes
6: while ∃v ∈ V ′ with dist[v] <∞ do
7: v′ ← v′ ∈ V ′, ∀v ∈ V dist[v’] ≤ dist[v]
8: for all u ∈ Adjacent(v′) do . Basically all nodes for which an edge (v′, u) exists
9: if dist[v′] + w(u, v′) < dist[u] then

10: dist[u] = dist[v′] + w(u, v′) . Update for the shortest path
11: pred[u] = v′

12: end if
13: end for
14: V ′ ← V ′ − {v′} . Remove from the set of unvisited nodes
15: end while
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Algorithm 1 maintains two different types of arrays:
One stores the distance from the source to every node and the other stores the predecessor
of a node. The while-loop (Line 6) iterates over all nodes in the graph with a distance that
is less than∞. Each iteration chooses the node v′ with the minimal distance to the current
node v. Then all nodes which are adjacent to v′ are checked to determine the node u, which
has minimal distance to v′. This node is appended to the shortest path by updating the
path length and adding it to the predecessor array (Lines 9-12). v′ is removed from V ′

and the loop continues until the set V ′ is empty. The output of the algorithm is a shortest
path tree for all nodes reachable from the source node. The runtime of Dijkstra’s original
formulation is in O(|V |2) [30].

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.6: (a) Initial state of the algorithm. (b)-(e) Algorithmic iteration steps with
probing for shortest paths. (f) Shortest path tree obtained by the algorithm.

Figure 3.6 presents an example application for Dijkstra’s algorithm. In each iteration step
all possible edges (bold edges) are examined if they have minimal weight. Edges with
minimal weight are kept in the shortest path tree and vertices connected by these edges
are also marked bold. The numbering in the nodes represent the accumulated weights up
to this point. Dijkstra’s algorithm is not able to cope with negative weights in a graph.
This problem is solved by the Bellman-Ford algorithm [7,43] introduced in the same time
period. The algorithm also returns a shortest path tree if possible or a negative cycle in
the graph. Its runtime lies in O(|V ||E|) [7].
Whereas the original algorithm already worked well it had its flaws and since its introduc-
tion several improved algorithms have been developed. This new set of algorithms includes
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several modifications of Dijkstra’s work with different data structures, thereby improving
the runtime. One example is Dijkstra’s algorithm using Fibonacci heap introduced by
Fredman & Tarjan [46].

3.1.2 Flow Based Algorithms

This section introduces the concept of a flow network. Flow networks are a type of directed
graphs in which each edge has a capacity limit. The concept of a flow is interpreted as an
atomic unit, which is transported through a flow network. Common networks which are
modeled using the concept of flows are road networks, piping systems, electric circuits or
computer networks. The respective atomic flow units in each of these networks are cars,
water, electric charge or data.
A formal definition of a flow network is given by:

Definition. Let G = (V,E) be a finite, directed graph with positive weights w(u, v) and
capacities c(u, v) where (u, v) ∈ E. A flow in this network is given by a function
f : V × V → R for which the following properties hold:

• The capacity limit is not violated for any (u, v) ∈ E: f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v).
• The flow balance

∑
(u,v)∈E−(u) f(u, v) =

∑
(v,u)∈E+(u) f(v, u) holds for all (u, v) ∈ E.

E− is the set of outgoing edges with respect to u and E+ is the set of incoming edges
with respect to u. An exception for this rule are the source node s and the sink node
t. At a source typically a positive amount of flow is present and at a sink typically a
negative amount of flow is present. In short this means that each unit of flow entering
a node has to leave a node again except for s and t.
• The flow preservation

∑
(u,v)∈E f(u, v) = 0 holds for the complete network. This

means that no amount of flow is lost in the network.
• The skew symmetry property for the flow function:
∀(u, v) ∈ E : f(u, v) = −f(v, u). In other words, only a flow which has already
passed an edge can pass it in the opposite direction.

For flow networks there naturally are a set of algorithms solving different optimization
problems similar to the shortest path algorithms for graphs described in the section 3.1.1.
The related problem for flow networks is the task of finding a flow function f for which
the amount of flow transported from source to target is maximized while respecting the
capacity constraints c(u, v) for all edges used by the flow function.
This problem has been thoroughly investigated. The first solution algorithm has been
introduced by Ford and Fulkerson in 1956 [42]. During the computation of Ford and Fulk-
erson’s algorithm a second network structure is necessary, the so called residual network.
It is defined as Gf = (V,Ef ) with capacities cf (u, v) = c(u, v) − f(u, v) and no flow.
Algorithm 2 presents a pseudo code version of Ford and Fulkerson’s algorithm.
Initially the algorithm 2 sets the flow on each edge to zero and determines the residual
flow network. The while-loop (Line 2) iterates over all paths from s to t in the residual
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Algorithm 2 Ford & Fulkerson’s Maximum Flow Algorithm

Input: Directed graph G = (V,E) with positive weights w(u, v) and capacities c(u, v). s
is the single source node and t the single sink node.

Output: A maximum flow function f .
1: f(u, v)← 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ E
2: while ∃p(s, t) inGf with cf (u, v) > 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ p(s, t) do
3: cf (p) = min{cf (u, v) : (u, v) ∈ p(s, t)}
4: for all (u, v) ∈ p(s, t) do
5: f(u, v)← f(u, v) + cf (p)
6: f(v, u)← f(v, u)− cf (p)
7: end for
8: end while

network. In each iteration the edge of p(s, t) is determined, which has minimum capacity
cf (p) (Line 3) in this path. The for-loop (Lines 4 - 7) updates all edges along this path in
the original graph with this minimal capacity value, thereby assigning a maximum possible
amount of flow to it. The residual flow value assigned in Line 6 is used in many advanced
algorithmic concepts [69].

In Figure 3.7 an example application for the Bellmann-Ford algorithm is given. The
left column represents the residual network. The numbering on the edges in this column
represents capacities cf (u, v). Each row represents one path p(s, t) in the residual network.
These paths determine the flow distribution in the original graph and are called augmenting
paths because they increase the amount of flow. After inspection of a path, the returning
flow edges are added to the residual graph. The original network in the right column
shows tuples of current flow and edge capacity. After all paths have been visited the
algorithm returns a maximum flow function f . The idea of the Ford & Fulkerson algorithm
employs the duality principle [10] which is quite common in linear programming. Linear
programming is explained in detail in the next section as part of the discussion about the
second class of optimiation algorithms.
The optimality of the algorithm is proven in the famous Max-Flow / Min-Cut [35] [42]
theorem. A cut is defined as follows:

Definition. A cut (S, T ) of a flow network G = (V,E) is a partition of V into two sets
S, T such that T = V − S with the source s ∈ S and the sink t ∈ T . If a flow f is present
in G than (S, T ) contains a net flow

f(S, T ) =
∑
u∈S

∑
v∈T

f(u, v)−
∑
u∈S

∑
v∈T

f(v, u)

and has capacity

c(S, T ) =
∑
u∈S

∑
t∈T

c(u, v)
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The net flow f(S, T ) namely is the difference between the flow originating in S and termi-
nating in T and the flow originating in T and terminating in S. A cut basically consists
of two disjunct subsets of vertices of V . Especially each of the subsets contains either
the source s or the sink t, but never both. Furthermore a cut describes the edges that
interconnect S and T .

E(S, T ) = {(i, j) ∈ E|(i ∈ S ∧ j ∈ T ) ∨ (i ∈ T ∧ j ∈ S)}

These edges are required if a flow is traversing the network from s to t. Therefore any
single cut (S, T ) from the set of all possible cuts contains any or all edges which are vital
for a maximum flow. Therefore the minimum capacity of the cut c(S, T ) determines the
possible maximum flow. This can be easily deduced by the fact that the edges of a cut
are the only edges which connect both subsets. This fact ist formulated in the famous
Max-Flow/Min-Cut theorem:

Theorem. (Max-Flow/Min-Cut, Ford & Fulkerson [42], Elias, Feinstein and Shannon [35])
Let f be a flow function in a network G = (V,E) with s being a source and t being a sink.
The following three properties are equivalent:

• f is a maximum flow in G.
• The residual network Gf contains no paths augmenting the flow f .
• |f | = c(S, T ) for a minimal cut (S, T ) of G.

An in-depth discussion of the algorithm and the optimality proof is out of the scope of this
work. The interested reader is pointed towards the original papers as well as [69] for more
information on the subject.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: (a) Initial state and first path p(s, t) = s− 2− 5− t. (b) Second path p(s, t) =
s − 2 − 3 − 5 − t. (c) Third path p(s, t) = s − 2 − 4 − 5 − t. The dashes in the paths are
added for readability.
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3.2 Mathematical Programming Approaches

Mathematical programming is an optimization procedure based on a system of linear equal-
ities and inequalities. In general a formulation has the following form:

Ax = b (3.4)
a11 +a12 . . . +a1n
a21 +a22 . . . +a1n
...

...
. . .

...
am1 +am2 . . . +amn


x1...
xn

 =


b1
b2
...
bm


Equation (3.4) depicts a typical system of linear equalities. The matrix A is of dimension
m×n representing m equations in n variables, the vector x is of dimension n and the vector
b is of dimension m. A system of inequalities is similar to the example, but the ≤ and ≥
relations must be interpreted element-wise for each element of the respective vectors.
The system is applying constraints to an objective function z : Rn → R. The overall goal of
the procedure is to maximize or minimize this objective function subject to the constraints
stated by the system [92].
The first one to successfully apply a linear program (LP) to an optimization problem was
Leonid Kantorovich in 1939 during World War II [59]. In 1947 LPs became known to
the public after George B. Dantzig published a paper presenting the program formulation
as well as the Simplex algorithm [22]. The specialty of this new algorithm was that it
solved most of the linear programs in polynomial time despite its exponential worst case
runtime [64]. This breakthrough afterwards sparked the introduction of linear program-
ming methods in many different fields. Despite their name linear programs have nothing
in common with the term of programming in computer science. Instead it refers to a pure
mathematical problem formulation. Another term which is encountered in literature is
planning which refers to the first linear programs which were used to distribute supplies.
During the years after 1947, advantages in theory about linear programming as well as the
progress in computing technology allowed for more complex LPs to be solved. Further-
more LPs were applied to many different problems in many areas, e.g. operations research,
production planning, traffic management, asset distribution, financial planning and many
more. Overall linear programming became the method of choice for many optimization
problems and is widely used until today.
In the following an introduction into the standard form of a linear program and several of
its variations are given.

3.2.1 Linear Programming Problem Formulation

A linear program consists of three main components. These components are a set of
decision variables, the objective function and a system of linear constraints. As a brief
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reminder a linear equality or inequality only includes constants or products of constants
and a variable. Variables only occur in their first power. Although many problems can
already be expressed using these limitations. In addition many non-linear equations can
sometimes be relaxed into a large system of linear equations making linear programs even
more powerful [14,39,48].
Decision variables are the core of any linear problem and represent the objects for which
the optimization is performed. During the modeling of a problem special attention has to
be given to select appropriate decision variables. Otherwise the problem solution may not
at all represent the intended optimization goal. In a network related scenario a decision
variable could indicate the amount of traffic between two hosts, if a node is chosen in
the construction of a spanning tree or if a link may be used at all for example, of course
additional representations are possible, too. In general each decision variable is defined in
the range [0,∞[. Consider an LP with n variables xi:

li ≤ xi ≤ ui ∀i = 1, 2, . . . n (3.5)

li states the lower bound for variable xi whereas ui states the upper bound.
The objective function z(x) is a linear function of the decision variables. Again consider
the problem with n variables from above:

z(x) = c1x1 + c2x2 + · · ·+ cnxn =

n∑
i=1

cixi (3.6)

The values of the decision variables xi in general are continuous. Different variations of the
LP do exist in which the variables are limited to integers, binary values or a combination
of both. These problems are known as Integer Linear Programming (ILP or IP) [81], 0/1
- Programming (Binary Programming) and Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP or
MIP) [49]. Especially all three variations are computationally harder to solve compared to
the standard LP, which is a rather obvious conclusion due to the limitation of the possible
values for each decision variable. The objective function naturally resembles a quantity
that should be optimized, e.g. production costs or network usage.
The last component is the system of constraints which is formulated as set of equalities
and/or inequalities. Assuming there are m constraints they can be formulated as follows:

n∑
j=1

aijxj {≤,=,≥} 0 ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (3.7)

Each restriction typically represent a limit for one or more decision variables or combina-
tions of different decision variables. These restrictions represent constrained resources, e.g.
production resources or network capacities.
The complete LP can now be written in a more convenient matrix form.

min or max z(x) = cT · x (3.8)

subject to Ax{≤, =,≥}b with li ≤ xi ≤ ui ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n
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From here on an LP L is defined as a tuple L = (A,b, c). z denotes the objective function
which is either minimized or maximized.

3.2.2 Standard and Slack Form of an LP

The power of linear programming lies not only in its modeling capacities, but in its so-
lution algorithms. The most prominent one is the Simplex algorithm [23, 24]. Simplex is
known to have an exponential worst-case runtime but solves most relevant problems in
polynomial time, even for a large amount of variables. Furthermore, there exist several
interior-point methods which guarantee polynomial worst-case runtimes [63]. In practice
these algorithms often perform slower compared to the Simplex, which is one of the main
reasons of its popularity despite its worst-case runtime.
Therefore the Simplex algorithm is also used in this work and investigated in this section.
The Simplex algorithm was introduced by Georg Dantzig during World War II. The first
publication occurred in 1947 after the war had ended [24]. After its introduction it was
rapidly recognized that this algorithm, in combination with an LP problem formulation,
could be able to solve many problems for which no explicit algorithm existed. For example
the famous Traveling Salesman Problem [90], which is NP-hard, has been solved exactly by
an ILP formulation by George Dantzig, Ray Fulkerson, and Selmer M. Johnson in 1954 [21].
In general the Simplex performs an algorithmic process similar to the Gaussian elimination
procedure. By definition a linear program may include equalities and inequalities. To be
able to apply the Simplex algorithm the problem has to be transformed into a specific
format. This format is called the slack form. Standard and slack form are both equation
systems into which the original LP can be transformed using various equivalence relations
without changing the solution. Both forms are explained in detail in the upcoming para-
graphs.

Before this form can be obtained, the problem has to be converted into a standard form.
In the following an example is given which presents the transformation rules for a general
problem formulation into standard form, followed by the transformation into slack form.
Afterwards, the problem can be solved by Simplex.
First assume that a given LP L is present in matrix notation form as described by equation
(3.8). For this program to be in standard form it needs to fulfill the following properties:

I The objective function z must represent a maximization problem. It has to be inverted,
meaning a sign conversion, if the original problem has been stated as a minimization.

II All variables xi need to have a non-negativity constraint.

III Initial equality constraints need to be transformed into inequality constraints.

IV Greater-than-or-equal constraints need to be converted into lesser-than-or-equal con-
straints.
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When an LP fulfills all these properties it is present in standard form. To increase the
understanding of the algorithmic workings an exemplary transformation is given with an
explanation how to achieve each property.
As stated in [69] changing an LP L into an LP L′ in standard form does not change the
feasible solution. If x̂ is a solution to the original LP L and results in an objective value
z(x̂) than x̂ also is a feasible solution to L′ but has the objective value −z(x̂) .
Example (Property I):

minimize 2x1 +7x2 +x3
subject to

x1 −x3 = 7
3x1 +x2 ≥ 24

x2 ≥ 0

Property I of the standard form requires that the objective function is a maximization,
therefore the sign of every coefficient ci , see equation (3.6), is flipped. This also changes
the sign of the optimum value for the objective function, but as stated above this does not
make the solution infeasible. The new objective function for the exemplary LP is:

maximize − 2x1 − 7x2 − x3 (3.9)

Property II requires that each variable has a non-negativity constraint. In the example x1
and x3 do not have such a constraint, meaning that both could take values from ]−∞,∞[.
To fulfill the property new variables x′j and x′′j , with x′j ≥ 0 and x′′j ≥ 0, are introduced
for each variable xj lacking a non-negativity constraint. Then each variable lacking the
constraint is replaced according to:

xj = x′j − x′′j

Additionally any feasible solution x̄ to the original problem represents a solution x̂ for the
modified one. If x̄j ≥ 0 set x̂′j = x̄j and x̂′′j = 0 and for x̄j ≤ 0 set x̂′j = 0 and x̂′′j = x̄j .
This guarantees preserving the value of the objective function z(x) independent of the sign
of the solution x̄. All original occurrences of xj are then replaced. This procedure does
not change the optimum of the objective function. In this case x1 and x3 are replaced as
an example for property II:

maximize −2x′1 +2x′′1 −7x2 −x′3 +x′′3
subject to

x′1 −x′1 −x′3 +x′′3 = 7
3x′1 −3x′′1 +x2 ≥ 24

x′3 −x′′3 ≤ 0

x′1, x
′′
1, x2, x

′
3, x
′′
3 ≥ 0
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Property III changes all equality constraints to inequality constraints. The following trans-
formation rules are applied:
For each equality constraint i ∑

j

aijxj = bi (3.10)

two new inequality constraints are introduced:∑
j

aijxj ≤ bi (3.11)

∑
j

aijxj ≥ bi (3.12)

These replacements are equivalent to the previous equation because the only case in which
both are fulfilled is the replaced case of the left side being equal to the right side. Applying
this rule we obtain two new constraints replacing the original equality constraint.

x′1 − x′′1 − x′3 + x′′3 ≤ 7 (3.13)

x′1 − x′′1 − x′3 + x′′3 ≥ 7 (3.14)

These two constraints have an identical effect as the original equality constraint and there-
fore also do not alter the solution.
Property IV replaces all greater-or-equal constraints with lesser-or-equal constraints. This
is done by multiplying each of the respective constraints by −1. The final LP L′ in standard
form now reads:

maximize −2x′1 +2x′′1 −7x2 −x′3 +x′′3
subject to

x′1 −x′′1 −x′3 +x′′3 ≤ 7
x′1 −x′′1 −x′3 +x′′3 ≥ 7
3x′1 −3x′′1 +x2 ≥ 24

x′3 −x′′3 ≤ 0

x′1, x
′′
1, x2, x

′
3, x
′′
3 ≥ 0

To keep the notation clean and readable all x′j and x′′j are again replaced by ordinary xj
with integer indices:

maximize −2x1 +2x2 −7x3 −x4 +x5
subject to

x1 −x2 −x4 +x5 ≤ 7
x1 −x2 −x4 +x5 ≥ 7
3x1 −3x2 +x3 ≥ 24

x4 −x5 ≤ 0

x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 ≥ 0
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An LP in standard form is not yet ready to be processed by the Simplex algorithm. The
final required transformation introduces a new set of variables, namely the slack variables.
A slack variable is an artificially introduced variable which is used to simplify the op-
timization problem. Depending on their current value range a slack variable represents
different meanings. A zero value for a slack variable means that the constraint is binding.
Binding means that this variable constraints any further movement into this direction of
the search space. How exactly this can be interpreted is described later in this discussion
in the geometric interpretation of the algorithm. A non-zero positive value means that a
constraint is non-binding meaning that the point into direction if this variable has not yet
reached its optimum. A negative value indicates that this point violates a constraint and
cannot represent the optimum for the given problem. Each lesser-than-or-equal constraint
of the LP in standard form is rewritten in an equality constraint. The standard form reads:∑

j

aijxj ≤ bi (3.15)

for all constraints i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Each of these constraints is now rewritten according to
equation (3.16):

si = bi −
∑
j

aijxj , s ≥ 0 (3.16)

si is called a slack variable. These variables measure the so called slack between left
and right side of the original constraint. The inequality system of the standard form is
now rewritten so that all left sides contain only a slack variable and all right sides the
transformed constraint. For the sake of consistency in notation all slack variables are
named accordingly starting with xn+1.

xn+1 = bi −
∑
j

aijxj , xn+1 ≥ 0 (3.17)

Considering our exemplary problem from the transformation into standard form it now
reads in slack form:

maximize −2x1 +2x2 +7x3 −x4 +x5
subject to

7 −x1 −x2 −x4 +x5 = x6
−7 +x1 −x2 −x4 +x5 = x7
−24 +3x1 −3x2 +x3 = x8

x4 −x5 = x9

x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9 ≥ 0

An important property of the slack form is the difference between the introduced variables
on the left side and the original variables on the right side of the equation side. The original
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ones are the only variables which form the objective function. They are called non-basic
variables. The left side variables or slack variables are called basic variables. The role of
both types and the term basic is explained during the discussion of Simplex algorithm and
its geometric interpretation in the next section.
Before investigating the Simplex algorithm the geometric nature of an LP is elaborated.
Most two-dimensional LP can easily be solved with a geometric approach. Obviously this
becomes more difficult for higher dimensional (n ≥ 3) problems. For the sake of simplicity
consider the following two-dimensional example:

maximize 3x1 +2x2
subject to

x1 +x2 ≤ 7 I
x1 ≤ 5 II

x2 ≤ 5 III

x1, x2 ≥ 0 (IV,V)

x2

x1A

B

E

C

D

z=0
z=19

III

II

I

IV

V

Figure 3.8: This is the 2-dimensional solution for the given LP.

Each restriction (I, II, III, IV, V) in figure 3.8 defines a line in the two-dimensional search
space. The shaded region is the feasible region for the LP. It represents the subspace of
the R2 in which all possible solutions lie. Each intersection of two constraints is labeled
with (A, B, C, D, E) and identifies a potential optimum value for the objective function
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x1

(a) Unboundedness

x2

x1

(b) Infeasibility

Figure 3.9: Illustration for non-feasible solution results of an LP.

in equation (2.1). Initially the objective function z is set to zero. This is achieved by
setting x1 = 0 and x2 = 0. Geometrically z is put into the origin at point A in figure 3.8.
Afterwards it is translated until it reaches the last intersection of two constraints before
leaving the feasible region. This is one of the corner points of the two-dimensional polygon.
In this example the final corner is represented by point D. The coordinates of D are the
solutions x1 = 5, x2 = 2 for the decision variables of the LP. The optimum value for z is
z = 3 · 5 + 2 · 2 = 19.

Recalling the possibility that a solution may not exist at all for certain linear programs
or is unbounded two more illustrations for this case in two dimensions are given. Figure
3.9(a) depicts a search space in which the objective function is unbounded and approaches
∞. This is the result of malformed constraints that result in a non-convex region. Figure
3.9(b) depicts an infeasible solution. The two restrictions can never be fulfilled by the same
solution at the same time. Especially this solution space is not closed and therefore an
even more important property, namely convexity is violated.

Definition. A subset C of a real vector space V is called convex, if for every pair x, y ∈ C
all vectors of the form λx + (1− λ)y, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 also are an element of C. In other words.
the set C is called convex if every two points, and the line connecting them,

{λx + (1− λ)y : 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1} (3.18)

is an element of C [12]. Furthermore recall that convexity allows us to deduce that any
local optimum of a function defined on a convex set indeed is a global optimum.

Returning to an LP in n variables. If each of the constraints is interpreted as a definition of
a half space in Rn, the intersection of all these half spaces spans an n-dimensional polytope.
The term polytope implicates that the construct ist bounded. This is a result of the greater-
or-equal definition of the inequality system defining the previously mentioned half spaces.
In [67] a theorem formulated by Minkowski, Steinitz and Wegl is presented that states
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that each n-dimensional polytope is the convex hull of its vertices and likewise that a set
of points may only be a polytope if it is the convex hull of a finite set of points. This
convexity property and the boundedness of the polytope, which defines the search space
for the Simplex, is a desirable property for any optimization task. Because of this, it can
easily be deduced that any local optimum obtained by the algorithm must be equal to the
global one as a result of the convexity property. For an extended review of the relation
between linear inequality systems and polytopes refer to the work of Ziegler et al. [98].
Because the Simplex is able to solve the system of linear inequalities it is often compared
to the Gaussian elimination for systems of linear equalities.
With all the preliminaries covered section 3.2.3 introduces the Simplex algorithm.

3.2.3 The Simplex Algorithm

The previous section introduced several representations of linear programs and other pre-
liminaries. In this section the predominant solution algorithm, the Simplex algorithm or
just Simplex, is investigated. Before this discussion begins, consider the following remarks.
The equation system that contains the constraints of every linear program exactly de-
scribes the search space in which the Simplex looks for the optimum solution for a given
LP. Using this description of the general problem structure the processing of the Simplex
algorithm on a high level can be formulated. First the algorithm determines a so called
initial feasible solution. Details on this initial process are presented in section 3.2.4 This
solution corresponds to a single vertex of the defined polytope. Starting from this vertex
the algorithm traverses the edges of the polytope to a neighbouring vertex by a pivot op-
eration. This operation exchanges one of the basic variables with a non-basic variable. For
this new vertex the value of the objective function is recomputed. Furthermore this vertex
represents a new set of decision variables. How the Simplex determines the direction in
which it progresses through the search space is explained later in this discussion. Finally
the Simplex reaches a vertex of the polytope for which all neighbouring vertices would
decrease the value of the objective function. This vertex represents the optimal solution to
the linear program, because the convexity property of the polytope states that any local
optimum must indeed be a global optimum.
Of course not every system must lead to a convex polytope in return. A problem may be
ill-posted so that the polytope is either unbounded or the constraints do not describe a
polytope at all. Nevertheless for praxis related problems the constraints usually do not
lead to malicious constructs and therefore the Simplex is able to determine an optimal
solution [18]. This leads to the following differentiation for the possible solutions of an
LP. The solution obtained is infeasible, meaning it does not fulfill at least one of the con-
straints. This means that constraints are not linearly independent and may not form a
polytope at all. A solution is called feasible, if it fulfills all constraints and returns a finite
value for the objective function. This means that the polytope spanned by the constraints
is bounded and convex. If the solution fulfills the constraints but has infinite value it is
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called unbounded. This means that the polytope spanned by the constraints is unbounded.

Algorithm Procedure

Figure 3.10: An overview for the flow of the Simplex algorithm.

The algorithm in figure 3.10 has two phases:
In phase I the initial feasible solution is calculated. This solution can be seen as a starting
point in the search space from which the algorithm fans out to determine the optimum
value for the objective function. In phase II the initial solution is used to determine the
optimum using an iterative transformation process. In each step of the iteration a pivot
operation is performed which switches a basic variable with a non basic variable based
on different criteria. More on each step is explained during another exemplary Simplex
execution.
Consider the following LP in slack form:
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z = 2x1 +1.5x2
x3 = 10 −2x1 −x2
x4 = 8 −x1 −x2
x5 = 4 −x1
x6 = 7 −x2

The slack variables (x3, x4, x5, x6) form the initial basis. In case of an LP this means that
the dimension of the basis is equal to the amount of constraints present. This is not to be
confused with the number of variables n.
Initially a feasible solution is determined. The first attempt in phase I is usually to set all
non-basic variables (x1, x2) to zero and check if any slack variable becomes negative. The
previous section explained that negative slack variables represent a non-feasible solution.
If this is not the case the initial solution is valid and the algorithm can continue with phase
II. If this initial solution does not fulfill the non-negativity property another solution is
determined. How this is done is explained later in another example. Here the all zero
solution is feasible and all basic variables are positive, hence the algorithm can continue.
This phase is composed of several iterations in which a base change is executed. This means
that a basic variable is exchanged with a non-basic variable. Which variable is exchanged is
determined by a pivot rule. Several of these rules exist and pursue different strategies. Here
an elementary pivot rule, called Dantzig’s rule [22, 84], which chooses the column of the
equation system associated with the largest coefficient in the objective function, is used.
This rule is rather elementary and may lead to algorithmic failure or cycling behaviour
of the algorithm for certain degenerate problems. Over the last two decades the area of
pivot rules has been an active research area. These rules determine how fast the algorithm
converges and can prevent instability for the solution. Different overviews of more complex
rules and their influence on the algorithm can be found in [9] and [93].

z = +2x1 +1.5x2
x3 = 10 −2x1 −x2
x4 = 8 −x1 −x2
x5 = 4 −x1
x6 = 7 −x2

The x1-column is chosen here for the initial pivot operation. Now the basic variable has
to be chosen that is switched with x1. To determine which row, and therefore which basic
variable is switched, the maximum value for x1 is determined before a basic variable violates
the non-negativity property, this corresponds to x1 ≥ 4 for x5 in this case. Therefore x1 is
moved into the basis and x5 is removed by a change of variables:

x1 = 4− x5

This results in the transformed system:
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z = 8 −2x5 +1.5x2
x3 = 2 +2x5 −x2
x4 = 4 +x5 −x2
x1 = 4 −x5
x6 = 7 −x2

In the second iteration x2 is chosen as pivot element. x3 and x2 are performing the base
change due to the same arguing as for iteration one:

x2 = 2 + 2x5 − x3
Performing the substitution the system reads.

z = 11 +x5 −1.5x3
x2 = 2 +2x5 −x3
x4 = 2 −x5 +x3
x1 = 4 −x5
x6 = 5 −2x5 +x3

The last pivot switches x5 with x4. Comparing the objective functions after the last pivot
step and before it one can observe that the coefficient of x5 became positive again and
therefore triggers the last pivot operation.

x5 = 2− x4 + x3

The final system after the transformation is

z = 13 −x4 −0.5x3
x2 = 6 −2x4 +x3
x5 = 2 −x4 +x3
x1 = 2 +x4 −x3
x6 = 1 +2x4 −x3

With this pivot operation the termination criterion for the Simplex is reached:
All coefficients in the objective function have a negative sign. At this point of the algorithm
it becomes clear that any increase of the non-basic variables x3 and x4 would have a negative
impact on the value of the objective function. Therefore this last iteration produced an
optimum solution. The optimum value for z is obtained by setting x3 and x4 to zero. For
the original variables x1 = 2 and x2 = 6 are received. These two values are the optimum
values for the decision variables and give the largest value for z = 13. Figure 3.11 contains
the graphical solution for this problem.

3.2.4 Additions to the Simplex Algorithm

This section introduces some procedures of the Simplex algorithm in more detail. The
purpose of this section is to present a brief overview of several important topics that
extend the workings of the Simplex algorithm.
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Figure 3.11: 2-dimensional solution for the exemplary LP for the Simplex algorithm.

Duality

The duality principle is likewise important in the theory of linear programming as well as
for practical applications. Initially formulated by Gale, Kuhn and Tucker in 1951 [47] the
duality theorem states:

Theorem. (Duality)
Given an LP L(A,b, c), called original or primal problem, in standard form

max z = cT · x (3.19)

subject to Ax ≤ b (3.20)

x ≥ 0 (3.21)

there is a second LP L′(AT, c,b), called dual, such that

min z′ = bT · y (3.22)

subject to ATy ≥ c (3.23)

y ≥ 0 (3.24)
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Both primal and dual problem possess the same optimum objective value if a solution ex-
ists. Furthermore the Simplex algorithm solves both problems simultaneously. On creation
of a dual problem the vectors b and c are exchanging their roles and the coefficient matrix
A becomes its transpose AT . In addition an initial maximization problem is converted
into a minimization problem and all less-or-equal constraints become greater-or-equal con-
straints. Finally each of the m primal constraints in L has a corresponding variable yj in
the dual L′ and each of the n constraints of the dual L′ has a corresponding variable xi in
the primal L.
Applications of the duality theorem range from the optimality proof for the Simplex algo-
rithm in Cormen [69] to an alternative solution algorithm, the Dual-Simplex. This variation
of the original algorithm was introduced by Lemke [70] and Beale [6] in 1954. Generally
spoken the dual variant of the Simplex allows the algorithm to perform computational
steps in either the primal or the dual system. This can be beneficial depending on the
dimensions of the coefficient matrix A. The reduction in computational effort originates
in the fact that the runtime of the Simplex algorithm for many practical problems often
is related to the number of rows in the matrix A. Therefore it may be an advantage to
solve the dual problem instead of the primal if the transpose of A has a lower row number.
This is especially common in problems with sparse coefficient matrices. Furthermore an
initial feasible solution which is not compatible to the primal problem can be used as initial
feasible solution for the dual problem and therefore again may save several iterations of the
algorithm in phase I. A set of final remarks towards duality is composed of the following
properties taken from [92].

• The dual problem of the dual is the primal problem.
• If the primal LP is unbounded, the dual is infeasible.
• If the primal LP is infeasible, the dual may be infeasible or unbounded.
• If either one, primal or dual problem, has an optimum solution so has the other.

Both solutions are equivalent and the value of the objective function is the same.

Initial Feasible Solution

In phase I of the algorithm an initial feasible solution (IFS) is required before phase II
is launched. If the trivial all-zero solution is invalid another solution is determined. One
possible approach to determine an IFS is by introducing an extended LP L′ in equation
(3.25) and solving it by Simplex iterations. This LP introduces a new set of variables zi
for every row of the original system matrix A of the initial problem L:

min z′ =
n∑

i=0

zi (3.25)

subject to Ax + z = b with 0 ≤ xi, zi ≤ ∞ ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n
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The original problem L has a feasible solution if for the modified problem L′ a solution
z = 0 exists. From this problem formulation one can easily deduce the origin of the all
zero solution used in section 3.2.3. This solution is viable if b ≥ 0 and L′ is then solved
by the pair (x, z) = (0,b). Furthermore any solution of the form (x∗, z∗) with z∗ = 0 is
an IFS for the original problem L. Each of the latter allows the Simplex to continue with
phase II of the algorithm.

Boolean Algebra

During the development of linear programming methods several advanced modeling tech-
niques have been formulated. One especially useful technique is the introduction of Boolean
algebra into linear programs. Obviously the introduction of any boolean variable transfers
a linear program into the domain of mixed-integer programming and therefore increases the
complexity. Yet the additional modeling capacities alleviate the increased computational
effort in many cases. In [92] an overview of different algebraic equivalents for common
boolean expressions is given. A common application for the boolean algebra, which is used

Logical formula Algebraic expression
p1 y1 = 1
p1 ∨ p2 y1 + y2 ≥ 1
p1 ∨ p2 ∨ · · · ∨ pk y1 + y2 + · · ·+ yk ≥ 1
p1 ∧ p2 y1 + y2 ≥ 2
p1 ⇒ p2 y2 ≥ y1
¬p1 (1− y1) = 1

Table 3.1: Table for modeling boolean expressions as algebraic formulations in LP. Taken
from [92].

later in section 4.2, is the substitution of the non-linear term z = x · y with three linear
inequalities. Consider the following expression:

z = 1⇔ x = 1 ∧ y = 1

which can be rewritten using the rules of logical equivalences to

(z = 1⇒ x = 1) ∧ (z = 1⇒ y = 1) ∧ (x = 1 ∧ y = 1⇒ z = 1)

which using the definition of the implication finally leads to

(z = 0 ∨ x = 1) ∧ (z = 0 ∨ y = 1) ∧ (x = 0 ∨ y = 0 ∨ z = 1)
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From this reformulation using boolean rules and table 3.2.4 the following inequalities are
deduced:

−x+ z ≤ 0 (3.26)

−y + z ≤ 0 (3.27)

x+ y − z ≤ 1 (3.28)

To verify this result consider the following value table for the three inequalities:

x y z (3.26) (3.27) (3.28)

0 0 0 T T T
0 0 1 F F T
0 1 0 T T T
1 0 0 T T T
0 1 1 F T T
1 1 0 T T F
1 1 1 T T T
1 0 1 T F T

A T represents that the inequality is respected, a F represents a violation. Rows one, three,
four and seven are the only ones in which none of the three inequalities is violated. These
rows therefore are the only ones providing a feasible solution for the problem. Furthermore
the values for x, y and z in these four rows exactly represent the truth table for the logical
expression that is stated initially x ∧ y ⇔ z.

3.3 Integer and Mixed Integer Programming

In the previous section the increased complexity of integer, 0-1 programming and mixed
integer programming tasks has already been mentioned. In fact they belong to the class
of NP -hard problems [81]. For the class of NP -hard problems it is known that no poly-
nomial time algorithm can exist, except if P = NP , which is still to be proven. The
additional complexity on the other hand introduces more complex modeling techniques,
like the boolean expressions from section 3.2.4. Of course more complex solution algo-
rithms are required to efficiently solve this new class of problems. In the following a brief
overview over MIPs and some classes of solution algorithms are presented. The Branch and
Cut algorithm is introduced in section 3.3.2. This algorithm is later employed in the SCIP
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optimization suite used by the NIMFO module in chapter 4. The general MIP similar in
structure to the previously discussed LPs with just a single difference:

max z = cT · x (3.29)

subject to Ax ≤ b (3.30)

x ≥ 0 (3.31)

xi ∈ Z+ (3.32)

The solution variables need to be integer as equation (3.32) states. Furthermore the duality
theory which is heavily used in the theory of linear programs does not exist in the field of
integer programming and mixed integer programming. Here only the so called duality gap
is known. This gap is a measure for the difference in the optimum value of the MIP and
the optimum value of the LP relaxation of the same problem. A concept that is similar
to the duality principle is the totally unimodular matrix [81]. If the coefficient matrix A
of an IP is totally unimodular, the solution of a LP relaxation is integer and the optimum
solution of the IP [92]. This statement only holds for pure integer problems, not for mixed
integer problems.
The LP relaxation is the same problem as the MIP with the integer constraint dropped
from the system of inequalities. Several of the later algorithms employ this relaxation and
rounding operations to obtain probable integer solutions for the MIP. If employing round-
ing one always has to be aware of the fact that this operation does not easily solve a MIP.
If that would be the case MIPs would not belong to a harder class of problems compared
to LPs. The fact that rounding may indeed make a solution infeasible is visualized in
Figure 3.12. The feasible region is shaded in light grey. The LP relaxation yields S as

x1

x2

0 1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

S

z = x+ y = 0
z = x+ y = 5

Figure 3.12: Example for a malformed rounding operation of a LP relaxation.

the optimum solution. Rounding S to the next integer coordinates results in the point
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(4, 3). Other possible results if a floor or a ceil operation is applied results in the points
(4, 2), (3, 2)or(3, 3). So in this case the rounding operation not only yields the wrong, but
also three infeasible solutions for the IP. Just flooring both coordinates randomly results
in the optimum solution in this case. Another remark from figure 3.12 is that the solution
of an IP / MIP no longer must be a corner point of the feasible region.
The optimum solution for the MIP is located at (3, 2). To solve this class of problems
efficiently a different set of algorithms has been developed.

The first class of solution algorithms are the greedy algorithms. Cormen et al. [69] present
a comprehensive overview of the topic. Each computational step in this class determines
a decision, which is optimal given the current state of the algorithm. Reverting a step is
impossible. This algorithmic behaviour often tends to get stuck in local extrema, due to
the fact that a search space could consist of a plethora of extreme points from which the
first may seem optimal from the local view a greedy algorithm keeps but not for the global
one.
The next class are the divide and conquer methods. This class is based on the principle of
dividing the overall problem into smaller problems and solve these smaller instances first.
For each smaller instance the algorithm typically is again applied recursively. Afterwards
the partial solutions are recombined to the global solution. Cormen [69] provides a detailed
introduction into this class of algorithms.
A third class includes the so called natural algorithms. These algorithms are typically based
on phenomena observed in nature. For example ant colony optimization [32] techniques
which are based on the food search patterns of ant colonies. Another class called artificial
neural networks represents models which are developed similar to the human brain. In them
a network passes information around multiple layer of neurons to reach a conclusion. The
penultimate algorithm is the simulated annealing [1,17,75]. It is based on thermodynamic
principles. Furthermore it allows to accept inferior solutions to extend the search space if it
reaches a local optimum. Therefore it is far more flexible and effective, yet more complex.
The last and most suitable algorithm is the branch and bound algorithm. The branch and
cut algorithm is an extension of the branch and bound algorithm and is predominant in
the area of solving MIPs. It is also the algorithm employed later in the optimization suite
of chapter 4.

3.3.1 Branch and Bound Algorithm

Initially proposed by A. Land and A. Doig in 1960 [68] for discrete programming branch and
bound (BB) algorithms have a wide range of applications for a plethora of optimization
related tasks. In context of this work the general BB principle is described and a brief
sample application for solving a MIP is given.
As the name suggest BB is composed of two operations, namely branching and bounding.
The overall principle is a member of the family of the decision tree algorithms. The goal
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of the algorithm is to identify suboptimal solutions early and remove them from the search
space. In the worst case the procedure would still enumerate every possible solution which
results in an exponential worst case runtime [81,96].
The purpose of branching is to split the initial MIP P0 into two or more subproblems.
These subproblems reduce the complexity of the original problem. This step is applied
repeatedly and recursively and thereby establishes the decision tree structure of the BB
algorithm. The initial problem presents the root of the tree and inner nodes and leafs the
subproblems for the tree. For the branching step exists several rules that determine the
processing sequence for the children of a node.
The three super classes for these rules are:

Breadth First Search (BFS): BFS processes the problems in a last in - first out (LIFO)
fashion.

Depth First Search (DFS): DFS processes the problems in a first in - first out (FIFO)
fashion.

Optimum Node First (ONF): ONF processes the branch with the best lower bound
first. Lower bounds are explained in the bounding step.

The bounding procedure prunes branches of the tree to limit the search space for the algo-
rithm and thereby prevents unnecessary computations. Therefore the algorithm maintains
an upper bound and a lower bound. Any path from the root towards a subproblem includes
a value for such a lower bound. Furthermore each LP relaxation that yields an integer solu-
tion is a possible lower bound. The upper bound is given by an initial solution obtained by
relaxing the integer constraint for P0 and apply the Simplex algorithm to it. Any further
fractional solutions present a tightened upper bound.
The algorithmic procedure for BB and solving a MIP can be formulated as follows:
Given a MIP P0 as:

max z = cT · x
subject to Ax ≤ b

x ≥ 0

xi ∈ Z+ (3.33)

For P0 Simplex is applied without the integer constraint in (3.33). This relaxation of
P0 transforms it into a linear program. In general the solution obtained by Simplex is
fractional for some xi of x.
Without loss of generality let x∗1 be a fractional solution obtained by the LP relaxation.
Two new subproblems P1 and P2 are created which are equivalent to P0 but each with an
additional constraint. P1 adds x1 ≤ bx∗1c, with bx∗1c being the largest integer that is less
than equal to the solution x∗1 of P0 obtained by Simplex. P2 adds x1 ≥ bx∗1c + 1. This
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operation corresponds to the branching step. P1 and P2 are again solved using Simplex.
The subproblem’s solutions may trigger three different actions:

• If the problem is infeasible BB drops this branch.
• If the solution obtained by Simplex is integer the branch counts as completely in-

vestigated and no further subproblems are created. Furthermore this solution is
compared to any possibly previously obtained integer solutions to check if the new
solution presents an improvement to the objective value. Should no other uninves-
tigated branches remain the algorithm terminates and returns this solution for the
MIP.

• If the solution is fractional the algorithm continues with a new branching operation
at this node.

The decision tree in figure 3.13 represents an application of the BB algorithm for the MIP
given in equation (3.34).

maximize z = 14x1 + 10x2

subject to

8x1 + 6x2 ≤ 36

x1 + x2 ≤ 5

x1, x2 ∈ Z+ (3.34)

Each node of the decision tree is labeled with a solution for the LP relaxation of the
original MIP problem. Each edge is labeled with the constraint that is added to the
original problem based on the previous solution.
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Figure 3.13: Examplary decision tree for the branch and bound algorithm.

3.3.2 Branch and Cut Algorithm

The branch and cut algorithm proposed by Ralph Gomory [50] is an extension of the BB
algorithm. It employs the BB principles and adds Gomory cuts to the algorithm. Basically
these cuts define the procedure how to introduce new constraints for the relaxation of the
problem and for which variable. Furthermore these cuts always make the previous optimum
solution infeasible, but do not remove any integer solution from the search region. These
properties are proven and combined into an algorithm by Gomory in [49]. Today BC
algorithms are state of the art in solving IPs and MIPs. The BC algorithm stated in
pseudo code is present in algorithm 3.
Initially the original problem P0 is added to the list of problems L. The loop iterates until
L is empty. Each iteration removes a problem from the list and solves the LP relaxation of
P using Simplex. The strategy in which the problems are removed from L can be simple,
like FIFO, or an elaborate scheme to achieve faster convergence.
For the solution of the relaxation exist multiple cases which need to be considered:

• If z is infeasible the processing of this branch is completed and the algorithm begins
a new iteration.
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Algorithm 3 Branch and Cut Algorithm by Gomory

Input: A linear integer maximization problem P0.
Output: An optimum integer solution x∗.
1: L← [P0]
2: x∗ ← null
3: z ← −∞
4: while ¬isEmpty(L) do
5: P ← popItem(L)
6: z, x← solveLPRelaxation(P)
7: if z == Infeasible then
8: Continue
9: else if z ≤ z∗ then

10: Continue
11: else if isInteger(x) then
12: z∗ ← z
13: x∗ ← x
14: Continue
15: else if isCutable(x∗) then
16: P ← GomoryCuts(P, x∗)
17: pushItems(L,P)
18: Continue
19: else
20: Pi,Pj ← branch(P, x)
21: pushItems(L,Pi,Pj)
22: end if
23: end while
24: return x∗

• If z is less than or equal to the previously optimum solution z∗ the branch is finished
and the algorithm begins a new iteration.
• If the solution x is integer it is set as the new optimum solution. This again com-

pletes the processing of a branch and the algorithm begins the next iteration. The
block starting at line 15 forms the main difference to the BB algorithm in the last
section. The cutStrategy function determines if at this point a cut is beneficial for the
continuation of the algorithm and is highly implementation specific. Applying cuts
without any specific strategy would be too expensive with respect to computational
resources. In case cutStrategy evaluates to true a Gomory cut is performed and the
modified problem is added to the top of the processing list.
• If none of the above is applied the algorithm performs a branching operation according

to the branching strategy. The created subproblems are added to the processing
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list and the iteration continues. Finally the algorithm returns an optimum integer
solution x∗.

3.4 Summary

This chapter presents two different classes of optimization schemes. Graphs have been
investigated due to their natural resemblance to network structures. Furthermore many
graph algorithms solve various network related tasks. Routing often relies on shortest paths
or flow formulations for which Dijkstra’s algorithm and the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm have
been introduced.
The second class of optimization approaches is founded on mathematical programming.
This class composed of linear programming, integer programming and mixed integer pro-
gramming provides extremely efficient solution algorithms and is a highly active research
area. The amount of possible applications is enormous. This fact basically stems from the
point that especially integer and mixed integer programs provide a complex set of modeling
tools. These tools are useful in describing the complexity of future media applications and
their underlying network structures. Therefore the trade-off between modeling capabilities
and the increased complexity is usually worthwhile and makes mathematical programming
an attractive optimization scheme. Furthermore this is the reason mathematical program-
ing is chosen in the next chapter as method of choice when formulating the optimization
problems discussed in this work.



Chapter 4

Network Information Managed
Flow Optimization

Today’s computer networks are based on highly distributed schemes. Networking hardware
and the used protocols are designed to function mostly independently and only rely on a
small amount of information provided by adjacent devices. Adjacent in this case means
that only information about a local part of the overall network is known to one device.
The design principle of this architecture and with it each device relies on the fact that
one of the devices connected to itself has another snapshot of the network and therefore
has another set of options to handle a packet. These schemes guarantee a high level of
stability and fail safety for the network. On the other hand this scheme does not only
posess advantages. On the negative side no device in the network has a complete view of
the network. Furthermore the network at no point in time can guarantee that a decision
performed in its local proximity of one segment may not lead to a failure in the next
network segment. First and foremost this design pattern allows the Internet to experience
an unprecedented and exponential growth towards a vast and omnipresent communication
network. The problem the network faces today is also not a failure in its structure but a
paradigm shift in its usage. Initially designed to transport text based data with no special
requirements except to be delivered at some point in time recent applications are a lot more
sophisticated. These new applications like Internet Protocol Television presented in chapter
2 introduce a new set of quality requirements. These QoS demands towards packet loss
rates, minimum data-rates or packet loss rates are neither fulfilled nor can be guaranteed
by the current network structure. Only a small subset of the already mentioned managed
networks in chapter 2 is usually able to provide the requirements for the new multimedia
applications. All other networks often struggle and provide a reduced quality of experience.
This chapter introduces a possible alternative in form of a recently developed network
paradigm, namely software defined networking (SDN). This new paradigm provides a new
global view of the network which allows the usage of global optimization schemes. After a
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brief introduction to SDN such a global approach based on mixed integer programming is
presented.

4.1 Software Defined Networking

The networking approach presented in this section is the Software Defined Networking
(SDN) [20] principle. It is a recent and active research area to solve a common problem of
inflexibility in current state-of-the-art network architectures. This inflexibility is a result
of the present unification of logical control and physical forwarding functions in the current
switching hardware. Due to proprietary operating systems in these devices it is difficult to
adapt the fundamental functionality of the network. This has become especially problem-
atic in the last five years.
The ongoing paradigm shift in the Internet and the ever expanding number of Internet
capable devices urges administrators to expand networks to accommodate the needs of the
user base. This process requires administrators to manually configure large numbers of new
devices, adapt policies, instruct users, resulting in an immense workload. The main goal of
the SDN principle is to overcome these problems. The development of the SDN principle is
governed by the Open Network Foundation [20], a consortium to guide and provide neces-
sary technologies for software defined networks. The overall goal of the SDN architecture
is to separate the physical forwarding plane from the logical control plane, similar to a
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) circuits, virtual local area networks (VLAN) or label
switched paths (LSPs) in multiprotocol label switched (MPLS) networks. This functionality
is achieved by introducing a centralized management entity with information about the cur-
rent network state. Such an entity has several advantages for the administrative process.
First it allows to move control functions to the centralized controller, which offers more
powerful processing units to execute complex networking tasks. The controller determines
which node has to fulfill which task and transmits these instructions via a control channel
back to each node. The different possibilities for these instructions are nearly limitless due
to the second aspect of SDNs, the programmability. Instead of one centralized entity it is
also possible to distribute the control functions to several nodes coordinating each others
action. Overall a SDN provides a centralized view of the network’s state. With respect
to the goal of this work to perform efficient network optimization the controller is able to
perform a potentially faster and better job due to view of the complete network and its
usable prior knowledge. During a network failure situation the centralized controller has
more possibilities to react accordingly. It can easily reoptimize the network usage, find
the optimum flow distribution faster and inform relevant nodes of the changes to avoid
dysfunctional links. Furthermore an SDN scales much better than a traditional network,
which eases capacity planning. If the need for more data-rate arises, an expansion of the
forwarding plane is all that is needed. The configuration of new devices is done by the
policies already in place at the controller. Congestion management is simplified by the
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complete view of the network as well. A new flow entering the network that would congest
a link can preemptively be rerouted, provided that alternative links with sufficient capacity
remain in the network. Ultimately typical traffic engineering tasks as routing, fire-walling
or creation of VLANs are moved into the controller. Administrators only need to work
with the control language, simplifying development processes heavily. The most important
principle for this work is the simplification of QoS provisioning, flows that carry multimedia
streams can be shifted to paths fulfilling the flow’s requirements.
As mentioned above the second aspect of an SDN is the programability. The ability to
program the network is created by the use of a management protocol, which transports
the instructions to the physical plane. The programmability grant administrators a simple
and powerful interface to define typical network tasks like routing, fire-walling, etc. The
single requirement towards the physical forwarding plane is that the devices implement an
interface which is able to interpret the instructions of the management protocol. As long as
this requirement is fulfilled the network becomes easily expendable and manageable. This
originates in the fact that new physical devices, e.g. networking gear to provide additional
capacity, only need to receive an instruction set from the SDN controller that is already
defined for other devices performing the same task. The task of manually configuring new
devices becomes obsolete.
The management protocol used in the context of this work is the OpenFlow (OF) [74]
protocol.
Now regard figure 4.1 for a view of a classical network architecture. The network in figure

Network OS
Data Flow

Control Layer

Topology

Unified Local Area Network

Client
Server

Figure 4.1: Classical network architecture with unification of the logical and physical plane.
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4.1 is constructed with several networking devices connecting the client on the left side and
the server on the right side. Each device only has knowledge about itself and its adjacent
nodes, except for routers which benefit from potential information obtained by the border
gateway protocol (BGP) [71]. The physical structure build by the different devices is also
representing the logical structure. Each device performs actions independent of other de-
vices. An efficient expansion of the network or an alternative usage scenario can not be
realized in most cases, due to the fact that the hardware typically only serves a limited
set of purposes. Now the SDN principle is applied to this topology. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the modifications. The logical plane is unified in the SDN controller present at the top of

Network OS
Data Flow

Control Layer

SDN with flow based Virtual LANs

SDN Controller

Client
Server

SDN Application

SDN Control Language

Figure 4.2: SDN based architecture with decoupling of logical and physical plane.

figure 4.2. The controller’s instructions are governed by the requirements of higher layer
applications. Commands are passed to the physical plane by the SDN control language, e.g.
OpenFlow. The physical plane is only concerned with forwarding tasks. At the bottom of
figure 4.2 the unified network is split into three exemplary logical networks. Each of them
can be configured to handle a different task, e.g. routing personal mobile device traffic,
voice calls or file transfers.
To perform such specific tasks OpenFlow employs the concept of flow tables. Each Open-
Flow switch maintains one or more such tables. Figure 4.3 presents the high level design of
an OpenFlow enabled switch. Besides the flow tables each switch maintains the so called
group tables which include additional specific sets of forwarding actions. These sets are
designed to be used for complex forwarding tasks like multipath routing or link aggrega-
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Figure 4.3: High level design of an OpenFlow switch with control channel interface, flow
tables and group tables. Taken from [44].

tion. They can be accessed due to the processing pipe of a flow table should in there exist
a rule which points to an entry in a group table. The secure control channel can be im-
plemented in two ways, in band or out of band. It handles all communication between the
SDN controller and the switching device. In band communication consumes a part of the
available data-rate for forwarding operations and needs an additional logical separation.
Out of band communication on the other hand needs a separate infrastructure but there-
fore provides a heightened security aspect as well as no additional data-rate consumption
at the forwarding level.
Probably the most important instructions transmitted from the controller to the forward-
ing layer are the flow tables. These entries are defined by the network administrators and
represent an implementation of the higher layer requirements which can interact with con-
troller using several APIs.
On receiving a packet the switch starts to perform a signature matching operation. By this
operation the switch compares the header fields of the incoming packets with entries in its
flow table. An example is present in table 4.1. The table is made up of 5 columns to match
the packet header of any incoming packet. These columns are MAC source (MAC SRC),
MAC destination (MAC DST), IP source (IP SRC), IP destination (IP DST) and TCP
destination port (TCP DST Port). These columns are a set of all matchable fields in a flow
table. For a complete reference of all matchable fields refer to the OpenFlow switch specifi-
cation [44]. The last column defines an action to be performed by the forwarding hardware
once a matching packet arrives. The * symbol represents a wildcard in all columns. The
actions in the last column define how a switch processes the packet matching the fields
in the remaining columns. These actions include simple forwarding actions on a specific
port, packet drops, and more elaborated actions. A complete overview of possible actions
is again present in the switch specification [44]. The last row of the flow table is espe-
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MAC SRC MAC DST IP SRC IP DST TCP DST Port Action

* 42:23:* * * * port1

* * 10.4.1.* * * port2

* * * 10.1.54.* 22 drop

* * * * * controller

Table 4.1: Exemplary flow table for an OpenFlow switch. Columns one to six describe the
fields in the packet header to match. The last column describes the action to be performed
with the packet.

cially important. This row matches all packets which are not previously matched by any
other entry. The packets reaching this matching rule are typically unknown to the network
and are send to the controller for a closer inspection. The controller then analyses such
a packet and creates a new set of table entries to match its signature. Furthermore flow
table entries are processed from top to bottom at each switch which makes the order of
each entry important.
This discussion of the basic operational principles concludes this introduction of software-
defined networking. The next section presents the details for the optimization approach
developed in this work.

4.2 Model Assumptions and Problem Formulation

In this section the mathematical model used for the optimization process is described. The
optimization itself is based on the principles of mathematical programming techniques as
introduced in section 3.2.
The initial problem is to route a unicast flow through a network over an optimal path.
Before this problem is tackled, an abstract model is needed that accurately depicts the
physical network. The information necessary to create such a network model is provided
by the SDN controller from the previous section. Such a controller has the knowledge
about all nodes, links, link parameters and all flows in a network. Therefore it provides
everything required to define a complete and global model of the network which is being
optimized. The first objective therefore is to translate this information into a mathematical
representation.
Consider figure 4.4 for an exemplary network segment between two nodes: From this simple
segment the first sets of variables and parameters for the model can be deduced. The nodes
i and j are forming the set of vertices V for the flow network model presented in section
3.1. Each link in the physical network is represented by an edge (i, j) ∈ E. For the
optimization model each of these edges is represented by one decision variable xij with
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Figure 4.4: Exemplary network segment with two nodes i and j and connecting edges.

i being the source and j being the target of the edge. These variables later contain the
solution of the optimization process. This is further explained later in context of what is
considered as flow in this model. Furthermore two sets E+

i and E−i are defined representing
the incoming and outgoing edges of a node i. The nodes g, h, j and k have been omitted
in figure 4.4. For node i of the segment in figure 4.4 these are:

E+
i = {xgi, xhi} E−i = {xij}

These sets are essential in the problem formulation to preserve the flow balance defined in
section 3.1.2.
The next parameter are the edge weights denoted by wij . The definition of these weights is
strongly depending on the current optimization goal and their use in the objective function.
Therefore there is no single definition of such a weight that is useful to all appplications.
For the routing problem the weights should depict a quality level for the link between i
and j. For this purpose integer values are used to represent the link utilization in a fixed
value range. The range itself is application dependent and defined by the operator. The
higher the value for wij is, the higher is the utilization.
Before introducing the capacities cij the concept of flow for this model is introduced. Here
it is assumed that each flow in the physical network is represented by a single unit of flow
which is transported from a source to a sink. Each of these units has a fixed data-rate d,
which describes how much of the link capacity cij is consumed when this flow is using an
edge (i, j). Capacity and data-rate are modeled as integer values. As a rule of thumb a
flow for the later simulations shall consume up to 5% of the overall capacity in this model.
The next concept is the flow balance at a node i represented by the parameters bi. These
bi define where in the network flow is either produced, consumed or just passing a node.
Initially for the routing problems the following three cases are possible:

• A node i has a positive flow value bi > 0 . This means that this node acts as a source
and generates one or more units of flow.
• A node i has a negative flow value bi < 0 . This means that this node acts as a sink

and consumes one or more units of flow.
• A node i has a neutral flow value bi = 0. These nodes are intermediate nodes for

a flow transfer and forward each unit of flow from an incoming edge towards an
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outgoing edge. Every packet of flow entering an intermediate node has to leave it
again.

These three cases for the flow balance are similar to the concepts of the flow networks in
graph theory and ensure that no amount of flow is lost in the network. Furthermore by
defining sources and sinks using the respetive values the optimization process determines
from which node to which node it needs to compute a route.
This brings us to the last part of the introduction of the model, namely the decision
variables xij . As described before each edge (i, j) has one such decision variable. Initially
all variables are zero. During the optimization process the variables are used to determine
a route from a source i with bi > 0 to a sink j with bj < 0. The amount of flow generated
at the source is transported around using the edges of the network. Every unit of flow
transported over an edge increments the value of xij . In the context of unicast streams
discussed next this means that the complete route a unicast flow uses after optimization
is represented by a subset of variables xij with a non-zero value. Furthermore all decision
variables if not stated otherwise are constrained to be integers. This restriction is chosen
to limit the problem to transport integral amounts of flow. If the integer constraint is not
in place the solution algorithms may assign fractional values to the variables if multiple
paths exist from a source to a sink. The usage of continuos values could be possible in
different scenarios. For example if a multipath transport protocol can be incorporated the
fractional decision variables could be used to increase the efficiency in network utilization by
distributing the flow using mutiple paths. Each of these paths then could carry a percentage
of the complete amount of data corresponding to the fraction of the atomic flow unit given
by the decision variable. Yet this behaviour is not implemented and investigated here but
is part of a possible future work.
With this first introduction into the mathematical model table 4.2 summarizes all quantities
defined up to here with a brief description. With the preliminaries covered the formulation
of the first routing problem follows next.
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Sets

V set of vertices for the flow network representing physical network nodes
E set of edges representing links between two physical network nodes
E+

i set of all incoming edges for a single node i
E−i set of all outgoing edges for a single node i

Parameters

wij integer valued weights on edge (i, j) representing the link quality
cij integer valued capacity for the edge (i, j) representing the maximum

accumulated data-rate
bi flow balance value at node i indicating if a node is source, sink or inter-

mediate node
d data-rate defining the maount of capacity cij consumed if a flow passes

edge (i, j)

Variables

xij integer valued variable for the edge (i, j) corresponding to the number
of flow units transported over this edge

Table 4.2: Overview for initial definition of variables and parameters in the optimization
model.

4.2.1 Program Formulation for Routing k-Unicast Flows

The first problem is concerned with the optimal distribution of k unicast flows in a given
flow network. Each unicast flow has a single source and sink as well as a fixed data-rate.

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

∑
k

wij · xkij (4.1)

subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xkij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xkji = bki ∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.2)

bki =


1, if i is the source of flow k,

−1, if i is the sink of flow k,

0, otherwise.

∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.3)

∑
k

xkij · dk − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.4)
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Equation 4.1 defines the objective function. It is naturally formulated as minimization in
terms of the edges employed for the optimal distribution and their respective weights. The
weights wij have been defined to represent the link utilization so it becomes quite clear
that this factor should be minimized by an optimization procedure.
The index k for the decision variables xkij , the flow balance bki and the data-rate dk represent
one of the k flows to be distributed in the network. Each flow increases the complexity
of the problem by increasing the number of variables proportional to the size of the set of
edges E. Yet these variables are necessary to uniquely identify the route for each flow in
the solution for the problem.
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) formulate the flow balance for the problem. Consider figure 4.5
for a brief explanation towards its formulation. Figure 4.5 (a) presents the interpretation

i

bi = 0

j (a)h

i

bi = 1

j (b)h

i

bi = −1

j (c)h

xij = 1xhi = 1

xij = 1xhi = 0

xij=0xhi=1

Figure 4.5: Exemplary network segments to clarify the flow balance equation. Case (a) is
for an immediate node, case (b) is for a source node and case (c) for a sink node.

for equation (4.2) for an immediate node. The flow unit arriving at node i from h is leaving
i towards j. In subfigure (b) the flow unit is generated at the source i and leaves towards
j. In case (c) the flow unit arrives from h at the sink i and is consumed there. For all three
cases the respective equations deduced from (4.2) hold:

xij − xhi = 0 (4.5)

xij − xhi = 1 (4.6)

xij − xhi = −1 (4.7)

Equation (4.4) formulates the capacity limit cij on each edge (i, j). It states that the
accumulated amount of flow for all streams k times their respective data-rate dk should
not exceed the link capacity. The idea of this constraint is to distribute streams over
the complete network and not only perform a routing on a pure shortest path basis. If
this constraint would be ommited the solution would put all flows on a single shortest
path. This path would be represented by having minimal weights wij . With the capacity
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constraints in place the solution gets more complex. As soon as the amount of flow on
an edge approaches its capacity limit it basically is no longer available as possible path.
In this case the solution algorithm needs to use alternative paths even though they might
have higher weights wij . This concludes the problem formulation for the unicast case. The
next case is the distribution of k multicast flows.

4.2.2 Program Formulation for Routing k-Multicast Flows

The second problem formulation is concerned with the distribution of k multicast flows
in a given flow network. Each multicast flow has a single source and a set T of terminal
nodes. Each node in the set T represents a sink. A complete multicast distribution tree
therefore consists of the single source and |T | sinks.
The problem formulation reads in equation form:

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

∑
k

wij · ykij (4.8)

subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xkij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xkji = bki ∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.9)

bki =


|T k|, if i is the source of flow k,

−1, if i is a terminal node of flow k,

0, otherwise.

∀i ∈ V (4.10)

xkij ≥ ykij ∀k, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.11)

xkij
|T k|

≤ ykij ∀k, ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(4.12)∑
k

ykij · dk − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(4.13)

Multicast routing introduces a change in the problem formulation compared to the unicast
case. To accurately model the physical behaviour of a multicast distribution approach a
modification of the decision variables is necessary. To illustrate the exact situation consider
the following network segment in figure 4.6: The node i is the source for the multicast tree
with terminal nodes k, l and m. The source i has a flow value of bi = 3. The variable xij
receives the value 3. All flow from the source needs to be transported over the edge (i, j)
before it can be distributed to the sinks k, l and m. In the physical network each terminal
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Figure 4.6: Exemplary network segment illustrating the multicast problem formulation.

node receives the same packet, hence the use of multicast. Also the packet is not trans-
ported three times form i to j but just a single time. To accurately model the consumed
data-rate and the impact on the objective function the problem formulation needs to find
an alternative for the value of xij . For the balance equations the accurate flow value is
still important or the routing problem can no longer be solved. For all other equations an
alternative is needed. This alternative is introduced in form of a variable yij .
For each variable xij one new variable yij with binary value range [0, 1] is introduced.
These variables should be 1 if and only if the corresponging variable xij is greater than
zero. To realize this behaviour two new constraints are necessary which are formulated in
equations (4.11) and (4.12).
Equation (4.11) states that xij must always be greater or equal than yij . This is necessary
to correctly handle the case for xij = 0. The second equation (4.12)

xij

|T | ≤ yij handles

the upper bound for yij . The maximum value for xij can be |T |. That is the case if one
edge (i, j) of the multicast tree is necessary to reach each terminal node and all flow units
need to pass it. Therefore |T | is an upper bound for xij . Applying these equations to the
exemplary network scenario in figure 4.6 one can formulate two cases. First consider that
xij is equal to zero. Equation (4.11) then reads 0 ≤ yij in principal meaning that yij can
take either 0 or 1 for a value. In this case it should be zero obviously. This is enforced by
equation (4.12) which states 0 ≥ yij in this case. This only provides the option for yij = 0.
The other case is analyzed using xij = 3. Equation (4.11) then reads 3 ≥ yij meaning that
yij could again either take zero or one for a value. The second equation reads 3

3 ≤ yij .
Whereas yij now possibly can have values one, two or three it takes the value of one.
First because of its value range definition and secondly because the objective function is a
minimization and one is the smallest value fulfilling the constraints. For any values of xij
which are neither zero or |T | the same behaviour is guaranteed due to the fact that all yij
can only take integer values.
These indicator variables replace all occurences of xij in the objective function (4.8) and
the capacity limit (4.13). The final change for the multicast problem is in the flow balance
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equation (4.10) where the flow value for the source is changed from bi = 1 to bi = |T |. Fur-
thermore all variable sets in the problem formulation are again formulated for k multicast
flows in parallel denoted by the index k.
Before continuing with the third problem formulation, another table 4.3 is given providing
a short overview about the newly introduced parameters and variables.

Sets

T set of terminal nodes for one multicast tree. Each node i in this set is
one sink with flow value bi = −1

Parameters

|T | cardinality of the set T . Represents an upper bound for the amount of
flow units traversing a single edge simultaneously.

Variables

yij boolean indicator variables for all edges (i, j). Are equal to zero if xij = 0
and equal to one if xij > 0.

Table 4.3: Overview for the newly introduced variables and parameters in the multicast
problem formulation.

4.2.3 Program Formulation for Routing k-Unicast and l-Multicast Flows

The third LP deals with the problem of distributing a composition of k unicast flows and
l multicast flows in a network while respecting the individual link capacities. Whereas this
problem for itself presents nothing new in terms of the problem formulation, it is never-
theless important. For the multimedia scenario that this work thrives to optimize it is
important to be able to optimize multicast flows and unicast flows in parallel. Therefore
a unified optimization approach solving only a single problem is necessary. The problem
formulation for this approach reads:
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min
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij ·
(∑

k

xkij +
∑
l

ylij
)

(4.14)

subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xkij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xkji = bki ∀k, ∀i ∈ V

(4.15)

bki =


1, if i is the source of flow k,

−1, if i is the sink of flow k,

0, otherwise.

∀l, ∀i ∈ V

(4.16)∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xlij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xlji = bli ∀l,∀i ∈ V

(4.17)

bli =


|T l|, if i is the source of flow l,

−1, if i is a terminal node of flow l ,

0, otherwise.

∀i ∈ V

(4.18)

xlij ≥ ylij ∀l, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.19)

xlij
|T l|
≤ ylij ∀l, ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(4.20)∑
k

xkij · dk +
∑
l

ylij · dl − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(4.21)

For the last scenario the objective function now includes two terms. One for the unicast
flows and one for the multicast flows. Furthermore both types posses a set of slightly
different balance equations (4.17) and (4.15) with different flow values in (4.18) and (4.16).
The constraints for the indicator variables in equations (4.19) and (4.20) stay unchanged.
The capacity constraint receives a modification similar to the objective function.
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4.2.4 Program Formulation for Broadcast

This routing related problem is different compared to the previously introduced programs.
It does not compute a flow distribution. Due to the fact that broadcast is usually used by
services with no quality of service requirements it often is not desireable to find an optimized
broadcast distribution for different applications using broadcast. Instead a single minimum
spanning tree is computed. This tree contains all shortest paths and connects all nodes in
a network. For a more complete reference of spanning trees please refer to section 3.1. The
problem formulation for finding a minimum spanning tree reads:

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij · xij (4.22)

subject to: ∑
(i,j)∈E

xij = |V | − 1 (4.23)

∑
(i,j)∈(S,S)

xij ≤ |S| − 1 ∀ S ⊂ V ∧ S 6= ∅ (4.24)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.25)

Equation (4.22) presents the objective function which is minimizing the product of used
edges and their respective weights. The constraint (4.23) ensures that the resulting link
structure is a tree. This means that for |V | nodes exactly |V | − 1 edges can be used to
construct a tree. The constraint in equation (4.24) guarantees that the tree contains no
cycles. This is ensured by guaranteeing that any accumulated edges in a subset S ⊂ V
cannot take the value of |S| which is the least amount of edges that would be required to
form a cycle. Furthermore the variables xij are chosen as binary to represent the fact that
any edge may be part of the spanning tree or not.
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4.2.5 Program Formulation for the Source Mirror Location Problem

S

1

2

3

M

4

1 5

5

1

1

1

Figure 4.7: Exemplary distribution network to illustrate the SMLP with one source S and
a mirror M.

In this section an interesting advanced optimization topic is investigated, namely the source
mirroring and location problem (SMLP). The SMLP tries to assign an optimal source to
any unicast flow in a network if multiple sources are available that can provide the content
requested by this flow. To further illustrate this consider the following scenario similiar to
the idea of an CDN presented in chapter 2.
A media content provider owns several content servers which are distributed in a vast
network. Each one of these servers can act as a potential source for any media data
requested by a costumer of the provider. The distribution network itself is based on
the SDN paradigm and therefore provides all information necessary about any flows that
can request data as well as potential server locations and the link properties connecting
producer sites and consumer sites. For an exemplary illustration consider figure 4.7.

The problem that is to be solved in this scenario is the following:
For each flow in the given flow network with multiple sources the solution for the SMLP
determines which source is optimal for the given flow with respect to the edge weights.
This problem in addition directly provides an optimal route from the selected source to the
sink. For the scenario depicted in figure 4.7 assume that node 4 is the sink that requests
some data. Node S or M can be a potential source. Taking a look at the edge weights M
has a path with weight 2 to node 4, whereas a path from S to 4 has a weight of 7.
After this introduction the SMLP is now formulated for arbitrary networks with k unicast
flows:
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min
∑

(i,j)∈E

∑
k

wijx
k
ij (4.26)

subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xkij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xkji = χ ∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.27)

χ =


ski , if i is the source of flow k,

mk
i , if i is a mirror of flow k,

−1, if i is the sink of flow k,

0, otherwise.

∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.28)

ski +
∑

mk
i ∈Mk

mk
i = 1 ∀k (4.29)

∑
k

xkij · dk − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.30)

The objective function in equation (4.26) is equivalent to previous functions for the different
routing problem formulations and still aims to minimize the accumulated weights of the
edges used in the routing process. The balance equation (4.27) is the core of the SMLP.
It is modified to accommodate the multiple possible flow origins described by the new
variables ski and mk

i . The variable χ is a placeholder for either a fixed flow value or one
of variables ski or mk

i . For all remaining nodes, non-sources and sinks, the equation is
unmodified compared to the unicast routing. Each variable ski and mk

i can either be the
source originally requested by a unicast flow or a mirror mk

i that can provide the same
content. Depending on which source or mirror provides an optimal path one of these
variables is set to one to produce the single unit of flow. This is the equivalent to a source
i in the normal unicast case having a flow value of bi = 1. To ensure that no more than
one source is chosen equation (4.29) formulates a constraint that only the original source
or one mirror may be active at any time. Equation (4.30) formulates the capacity limit in
the same fashion as in the previous problems.
At this point it would already be interesting to investigate if a relaxation of the singular
source constraint may generate additional benefit for the optimization. For example if
only a part of the data flow origins in one source and the other part at the original source.
For this to work another transport protocol with compability for multiple sources would be
needed. This advanced problem formulation under consideration of advanced protocols like
Multipath TCP [40, 41] are part of potential future work. Table 4.4 presents an overview
of the newly introduced variables in this problem formulation as a reference.
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Sets

M set of decision variables mi. Each mirror node can act as a potential
source for one unicast flow.

Variables

si binary variable for the original source of flow k. Indictates if the original
source is chosen as source for the current flow.

mi binary variable for one mirror in the set M of the flow k. Indictates if
the one mirror is chosen as source for the current flow.

Table 4.4: Overview for the newly introduced variables and parameters in source mirror
location problem formulation.

4.2.6 Program Formulation for the Coding Relay Activation Problem

The coding relay location problem (CRAP) tackles a different problem. The purpose of a
coding relay is to beneficially influence a link parameter if a flow in transit cannot meet
its QoS requirements elsewise. The application of such a relay typically introduces some
mediator nodes into the network which besides forwarding tasks can perform additional
actions. In this case the relay performs a caching of data packets in transit. For this relay
imagine the following scenario:

i

Source

j

Relay Node

k

Sink

100ms 10ms

Figure 4.8: Exemplary network segment to illustrate the purpose of a coding relay.

Consider a flow transporting media data and a transport protocol using an ARQ-based
encoding scheme from node i to k in figure 4.8. The coding relay in this scenario at node
j performs the following operation. First the relay terminates the transport connection
and creates an alternative connection using itself as mediator node [62]. This means the
previous end-to-end connection between source and sink is terminated at the relay and
two new connections, one from the source to the relay and one from the relay to the sink
are established. The relay is now able to cache transmission data. Details on such a relay
implementation can be found in the work of Karl et al. [61]. Should a sink now require
additional data via ARQ-based mechanisms, the relay can supply these data packets, if
activated, for the flow in transit. The benefit of the relaying operation is present in a
drastically improved RTT, experienced at the sink. The retransmission packets only need
to cross the link from j to k which has a delay of 10ms instead of the complete path from
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i to k with an overall delay of 110ms. In case of the CRAP formulation an active relay is
represented by a decreased overall transmission delay which

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

∑
k

wijxij +
∑
k∈R

γkyk (4.31)

Subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−

i

xij −
∑

(j,i)∈E+
i

xji = bi ∀i ∈ V (4.32)

bi =


1, if i is the source,

−1, if i is the sink,

0, otherwise.

∀i ∈ V (4.33)

xij · d− cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.34)∑
(i,j)∈E

xijλij +
∑
k∈R

∑
(i,j)∈E−

k

rkijϑk ≤ ΛTarget (4.35)

rkij − xij ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ R, ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k
(4.36)

rkij − yk ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ R, ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k
(4.37)

xij + yk − rkij ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ R, ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k
(4.38)

The objective function (4.31) is the same as before, but with an additional term γk · yk
describing the costs of an active relay node. This cost function influences the optimization
process. For example if ΛTarget can be reached by a route without any relay node the solver
is preferring this route due to the fact that it is minimizing the overall value of the objective
function. On the other hand if different relays with different costs γk exist the solver chooses
the most cost efficient one. Balance and capacity constraints are unchanged compared to
the routing case for unicast flows. Equation (4.35) describes the link parameter the relays
can influence. The terms xij · λij accumulate to the overall link parameter for the flow.
The second term is the influence each active relay has on an outgoing edge of the relay
node, iff a flow uses this edge and the relay is active. All ϑk are stated with negative values
representing their decreasing influence on the accumulated link parameters λij . The upper
bound ΛTarget is the value the application desires for one link parameter of the transported
flow. Equations (4.36) - (4.38) formulate a boolean relation between the xij , rij and yk. If
flow is present on the edge (i, j) xij is 1. rij is defined by the logical conjunction between
xij and yk. For a detailed explanation of this formulation please refer to section 3.2.4. yk
is the binary indicator variable if relay node k is active. This implies that if a relay needs
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to take effect one of its outgoing edges needs to carry at least a single unit of flow and
the relay node must be active. Only then rij activates the positive relay effect ϑk, which
influences ΛTarget.
This initial problem formulation only works for additive link properties and a set of k
unicast flows. Formulations for multiple flows and multiplicative or convex link properties
are part of possible future work. The newly introduced parameters and variables are
summarized in table 4.5.

Sets

R set of all nodes with coding relay functionality.

Variables

rij boolean variable representing the logical conjunction of xij and yk.
yk binary indicator variable for a relay at node k. Indicates if the the relay

at this node is active.

Parameters

γk cost factor for the k-th relay. Included in the objective function.
λij link property to be influenced by the relay node at edge (i, j), e.g. delay.
ϑk link property benefit created by the relay at node k.

ΛTarget target value of the link property for one flow.

Table 4.5: Overview for the newly introduced variables and parameters in the coding relay
activation problem.

4.3 Module Description and Implementation Concept

This section describes the structure of a possible software implementation for the network
information managed flow optimization (NIMFO) module. The module is integrated into
an OpenFlow based SDN controller. Its purpose is to provide an interface between the
controller and an external optimization suite. The operational procedure is depicted in
figure 4.9 The left part in figure 4.9 is part of the OpenFlow controller. It represents
the SDN controller currently deployed in the OpenFlow environment at Saarland Univer-
sity [60]. The controller is based on the NOX1 controller module developed at Standford
University [52]. NOX provides an implementation of the OpenFlow API 1.0 [44]. Its core
module is written in C++ with the possibility to implement the actual controller logic in
Python2. This controller logic implements the various services the underlying needs to op-
erate. Furthermore the controller employs an event based architecture [52]. These events

1http://www.noxrepo.org
2http://python.org
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Figure 4.9: Overview of the operational structure of the NIMFO module, the controller
and the external optimization suite.

describe the numerous status updates of the underlying network controlled by NOX. These
events for example occur if a new link is established in the network, a new flow enters the
network or a new switch is connected to the network. In addition to notifying NIMFO the
controller performs an initial default routing operation for each flow. These default routes
are later replaced by the optimum route distribution obtained by NIMFO.
These events are used to notify the second part of the implementation, the NIMFO mod-
ule. This module in the middle of figure 4.9 provides the interface between controller and
the optimization suite. NIMFO on notification of a controller issued event performs a set
of predefined event-specific actions. At the moment only events which either change the
network topology or announce the addition or removal of a flow are of importance for the
optimization. These events trigger an update of the internal topology and flow representa-
tion in the NIMFO module. This internal structure is necessary to translate the controller
information into the abstract model used in the mathematical optimization process.
The optimization process itself is performed periodically or in case of a event which po-
tentially has a fatal impact on the networks functionality. Such an event may be a link
disruption or node failure event. In case no event occurs which triggers a preliminary
optimization the periodic process is initiated. Once this process is started the module
translates its current internal representation into an abstract model using the program
formulations for routing introduced in the previous sections.
This abstract model is expressed using the Zuse Institute Mathematical Programing Lan-
guage (ZIMPL). ZIMPL is developed by T. Koch [65] and is strongly related to the mod-
eling language AMPL. AMPL is a predominant modeling language in the mathematical
programming sector and developed by Fourer, Gay and Kernighan [45]. ZIMPL has been
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chosen here due to its simplistic yet highly powerful structure. Mathematical programs
can easily be translated into ZIMPL using the predefined instructions which makes the
transition from a mathematical formulation towards the abstract model nearly effortless.
Consider the following brief example for the capabilities of ZIMPL:

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij · xij

Ths equation presents the objective function used in most of the previous problem formu-
lations presented for the optimization task.
Its ZIMPL equivalent reads:

minimize cost: sum <a,b> in E: w[a,b]*x[a,b];

In this brief snippet cost is the name of the objective function, <a,b> are the edges and E

is the set of all edges. w[a,b] and x[a,b] present the weight on an edge and the decision
variable for this edge. sum presents the summation for the complete set. Besides these
statements ZIMPL provides many more useful constructs to easily translate most of the
common mathematical operations into an abstract model. Detailed examples of such a
model are given in in section 5.2.
After the model creation in ZIMPL the NIMFO module passes the model to the third part
of the overall structure. This part is the external optimization framework called SCIP.
Solving Constraint Integer Programs suite or SCIP is developed at the Zuse Institute in
Berlin [8]. The framework is plugin based and provides several functionalities necessary
for the optimization process. First it has a plugin for the ZIMPL which can interpret the
abstract model. Furthermore SCIP provides an implementaion of the Simplex algorithm
described in section 3.2.3. Whereas Simplex itself is only able to solve linear programs,
it is a necessary basis in solving the advanced integer and mixed integer programs. For
this SCIP implements an advanced branch-and-cut algorithm which as previously discussed
relies on LP relaxations and the Simplex algorithm to obtain a solution for an IP or MIP.
This overall allows this framework to interpret and solve the mathematical programs for-
mulated in this chapter for all network optimization tasks.
After SCIP has interpreted the model and applied the respective solution algorithms, the
results are returned to the NIMFO module. In case SCIP returns an infeasible solution,
which can be the case if the accumulated flow requirements surpass the network’s overall
capabilities the default routes intially computed the controller stay in place until the next
optimization cycle. The solution in form of the different decision variables are extracted
and translated into flow entries. These flow entries represent the optimal routes for each
flow computed by SCIP. The flow entries are transferred back to the OF controller. The
controller then distributes them using the control channel to the different OF enabled
pieces of forwarding hardware in the network. Once the nodes receive the instructions the
internal flow tables are updated and the optimum route distribution takes effect.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter introduced the concepts of the NIMFO module. First the paradigm of
software-defined networking has been reviewed. The SDN architecture provides the un-
precedented global view of the network’s structure necessary to execute a global optimiza-
tion strategy. This optimization strategy has been formulated next in form of different
mathematical programming formulations. These formulations have been stated for the ba-
sic task of routing as well as two advanced networking techniques.
The last part of the chapter presented the concept for an implementation of the overall
optimization modul described before.
The next chapter presents a set of experiments using an exemplary implementation of this
module. In the context of these experiments the module’s performance is evaluated in
various application scenarios.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

This chapter presents the results of the different experiments conducted for the problem
formulations of the previous chapter. First the general setup is introduced and afterwards
an analysis for each problem formulation is presented.

5.1 General Setup

To establish a testing ground for the NIMFO module a set of exemplary networks were
generated. To create these random graph structures the NetworkX1 framework for Python
has been employed. This framework provides data structures for various kinds of graphs
as well as many tools to generate, evaluate or plot graphs.
Computer networks typically posess a core with powerful switching and forwarding hard-
ware with a large number of connections. Towards the network’s endpoints, this amount
rapidly decreases until only singular devices are left. For the experiments a similar graph
structure is highly desirable. Therefore a class of random graphs with an elevated node
degree in the center and a high percentage of degree one nodes towards the perimeter has
been chosen.
One class of graphs providing such a structure are the powerlaw cluster graphs introduced
by Holme and Kim in [56]. For the experiments three smaller powerlaw cluster graphs have
been interconnected at the core level. This new graph structure, composed of three cluster
graphs and several interconnections represents a larger network structure with a dense core
with a very high degree, several smaller nodes with an elevated degree and a percentage
of degree one nodes forming the perimeter. Figure 5.1 presents a downscaled example of
one such graph structure. The structure can be partioned into the three cluster graphs
each spanning an arc of approximately 120 degrees from the core. The inner core is highly
connected and the fan out with a large amount of degree one nodes is clearly visible.
From this type of graph three different sized versions have been created. Respectively

1http://networkx.github.io

83
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Figure 5.1: Examplatory random powerlaw cluster graphs interconnected at their respective
central nodes.

a structure with one hundred, one thousand and ten thousand nodes is employed in the
evaluation of the routing related problem formulations from sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3. For the
evaluation of the SMLP and CRAP different downscaled graphs were employed to test the
concepts of these problems.
All experiments were performed on a single machine with Ubuntu 12.04 (64bit), SCIP 3.3.2
(64bit) using 4 cores with 2Ghz and 24GB physical RAM. The RAM has been extended
using virtual memory techniques to 72GB. The impact of virtual RAM and the swapping
process is not reflected in the evaluation, but it is clear that employing 72GB of physical
RAM will improve the solution time. Furthermore the problems could also be solved on
less powerful machines. The limiting factor in each case is the amount of memory. Storing
the large number of equations and variables is rapidly consuming the available memory.
The exact specifics of each experiment and an exemplary solution is present in the next
sections. The routing related problem formulations are evaluated in the same section due
to their similar nature. The SMLP and CRAP evaluation is separated from these experi-
ments.

5.2 Routing Related Experiments

This section presents the results obtained by evaluating the problem formulations for uni-
cast, multicast and combined routing. In the following an instance of the routing exper-
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iments is referring to the following setup. Each instance is composed of three unicast,
three multicast and three combined problems. Each of the three problems is using one of
the three graph structures of different sizes introduced in the previous section respectively.
Therefore each instance solves nine problems in total. Overall a set of one hundred in-
stances has been processed and evaluated. Each instance used randomized sources, sinks
and data-rates for each flow. The data-rates in each experiment are set to vary between
one and five percent of the overall network capacity on a per stream basis. Parameters
under investigation are mean solving time, standard deviation of this time and the problem
size in terms of variables and constraints.
The first problem is the unicast routing problem. The mathematical formulation is pre-
sented in section 4.2.1. As an example a downscaled version of a powerlaw cluster graph is
used to illustrate the ZIMPL equivalent of the mathematical formulation and the solution
obtained by SCIP. The example is using a network of 16 nodes and three unicast streams.
Listing 5.2 presents the ZIMPL code:

# Number of nodes in the graph

param nodes := 16;

# Path to the file storing the edges of the graph

param edgefile := "./ex.edgefile";

# Create set of nodes

set V := { 0 .. (nodes -1)};

# Create a set of edges from the file

set E := {read edgefile as " <1n,2n>" };

# Define the outgoing edges of each node

defset Eminus(v) := {<v,i> in E};

# Define the incoming edges of each node

defset Eplus(v) := {<j,v> in E};

# Read the weights for each edge

param w[E] := read edgefile as " <1n,2n> 3n";

# Set the capacities to a default value of 10

param c[E] := <0,1> 5 default 5;

# Unicast stream specification

# Define decision variables for the first stream for all edges

var x0[E] integer;

# Define a data -rate for this stream

param d0 := 4;

# Define the flow values and with them source and sink

param b0[V] := <2> 1, <13> -1 default 0;

var x1[E] integer;

param d1 := 3;

param b1[V] := <10> 1, <4> -1 default 0;
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var x2[E] integer;

param d2 := 3;

param b2[V] := <3> 1, <6> -1 default 0;

# Objective function

minimize cost: sum <a,b> in E: w[a,b] * ( x0[a,b] + x1[a,b] + x2[a,b]);

# Constraints

# Define the flow balance equation for all streams for all nodes in the

graph

subto balance0:

forall <v> in V:

( sum <v,i> in Eminus(v): x0[v,i] ) - (sum <i,v> in Eplus(v): x0[i,v])

== b0[v];

subto balance1:

forall <v> in V:

( sum <v,i> in Eminus(v): x1[v,i] ) - (sum <i,v> in Eplus(v): x1[i,v])

== b1[v];

subto balance2:

forall <v> in V:

( sum <v,i> in Eminus(v): x2[v,i] ) - (sum <i,v> in Eplus(v): x2[i,v])

== b2[v];

# Define the capacity limit on each edge

subto capacity_limit:

forall <a,b> in E:

( x0[a,b] * d0 + x1[a,b] * d1 + x2[a,b] * d2) - c[a,b] <= 0;

The comments in listing 5.2 indicated by a hashtag describe the purpose of each command
on its first occurence. This exemplary problem is formulated with a tight capacity limit for
all cij to show that alternative routes are selected in case the link capacity cannot support
all flows simultaenously. Furthermore each link is modeled to be capable of a full duplex
transmission. This means that each link can use its full capacity in send and in receive
direction. The solution for this problem is depicted in figure 5.2. The solutions for each
stream are indicated with colored arrows in red, green and blue. The links of the network
are indicated as black connections with their respective weights wij . The unicast streams
x1 and x2 from listing 5.2 from node 2 to 13 and from node 10 to 4 share the edge between
the nodes 0 and 1. Whereas their combined data-rate is equal to seven both can be routed
along this edge due to the full duplex capability assumed in the model. The full duplex
mode resembles an edge from 0 to 1 and another from 1 to 0 each having a capacity of
c01 = 5 and c10 = 5.
The remaining stream x2 from node 3 to 6 needs to choose an alternative route using
the edge (1, 5) with an increased weight w15 = 5. The combined data-rate of x0 and x2

otherwise exceeds the capacity c10.
After this introductory example to the unicast problem, the results for the evaluation of
the test instances is presented next. Each problem size has an amount of streams equal
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the downscaled graph used in the exemplary unicast experiment with
original edges and routes for each flow depicted in different colours.

to 10 percent of its sizes measured in nodes total. For the graph with ten thousand nodes
this number is reduced to 4 percent of its size due to insufficient memory. The capacity
for all edges is set to be equal to the number of nodes total. The data-rate of each stream
is set to vary between 1 percent and 5 percent of the maximum capacity on a per stream
basis. The edge weights are randomly chosen between 1 and 20. Furthermore source and
sink nodes were especially chosen from the set of degree one nodes in each graph. This
procedure creates connections from one node in the outer perimeter to another. Table 5.1
presents the results in terms of solving time, number of streams and problem size.

Graph Size Unicast Streams Time(µ) Time(σ) Variables Constraints

100 10 0.039s 0.007s 2.2 · 103 1.2 · 103

1000 100 4.192s 0.096s 2 · 105 105

10000 400 237.113s 39.757s 8 · 106 4 · 106

Table 5.1: Evaluation of the unicast experiments.

From table 5.1 one observes that the problem size increases linearly with the graph size
whereas the amount of variables and constraints grows quadratically. The site of the last
problem set with ten thousand nodes would correspond to approximately 2 · 107 variables
and 107 constraints if a simulation had been possible. Furthermore one observes that the
standard deviation σ of the solution times is approximately one order of magnitude smaller
compared to the mean solving time µ. Again there is an exception in the case of the ten
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thousand node problem in which the deviation is the same order of magnitude as the mean
solving time. From this first observation it becomes questionable and part of future re-
search if a network model of this size is still useable for practical purposes if such a problem
should be split into multiple smaller instances.

The second problem is the multicast routing problem from section 4.2.2. Another example
using the same graph as for the unicast problem is given to demonstrate the multicast
routing capabilities. The ZIMPL code for this application reads:

# Number of nodes in the graph

param nodes := 16;

# Path to the file storing the edges of the graph

param edgefile := "./ex.edgefile";

# Create set of nodes

set V := { 0 .. (nodes -1)};

# Create a set of edges from the file

set E := {read edgefile as " <1n,2n>" };

# Define the outgoing edges of each node

defset Eminus(v) := {<v,i> in E};

# Define the incoming edges of each node

defset Eplus(v) := {<j,v> in E};

# Read the weights for each edge

param w[E] := read edgefile as "<1n,2n> 3n";

# Set the capacities to a default value of 10

param c[E] := <0,1> 10 default 10;

# Multicast stream specification

var x0[E] integer;

# Indicator variable for the flow variable x0. y0 = 1 if x0 > 0.

var y0[E] binary;

param d0 := 3;

# The flow balance vector b is modified compared to the unicast case and

now has 5 sink nodes representing the

# terminal nodes for the multicast tree

param b0[V] := <0> 5, <3> -1, <13> -1, <15> -1, <9> -1, <10> -1 default 0;

# Parameter to store the ID of the source in the vector b0. This is used

later in one of the boolean constraints

# for the upper bound limit of x0

param source0 := 0;

var x1[E] integer;

var y1[E] binary;

param d1 := 5;
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param b1[V] := <3> 5, <1> -1, <8> -1, <12> -1, <14> -1, <6> -1 default 0;

param source1 := 3;

# Objective function

minimize cost: sum <a,b> in E: w[a,b] * ( y0[a,b] + y1[a,b] );

# Constraints

# Define the flow balance equation for all nodes in the graph

subto balance0:

forall <v> in V:

( sum <v,i> in Eminus(v): x0[v,i] ) - (sum <i,v> in Eplus(v): x0[i,v])

== b0[v];

subto balance1:

forall <v> in V:

( sum <v,i> in Eminus(v): x1[v,i] ) - (sum <i,v> in Eplus(v): x1[i,v])

== b1[v];

# Define the constraints for the boolean indicator variables used in

multicast

# to correctly measure the consumed data -rate on each link and the

contribution to the objective value

subto bool1_x0:

forall <a,b> in E:

x0[a,b] >= y0[a,b];

subto bool2_x0:

forall <a,b> in E:

x0[a,b]/b0[source0] <= y0[a,b];

subto bool1_x1:

forall <a,b> in E:

x1[a,b] >= y1[a,b];

subto bool2_x1:

forall <a,b> in E:

x1[a,b]/b1[source1] <= y1[a,b];

# Define the capacity limit on each edge

subto capacity_limit:

forall <a,b> in E:

( y0[a,b] * d0 + y1[a,b] * d1 ) - c[a,b] <= 0;

The code itself is similar to the code for the unicast problem with only some slight additions
for the indicator variables used in the multicast problem formulation. Furthermore two
constraint formulations per stream are added which define the boolean expressions to
correctly set the indicator variables. In this model no artifical capacity limit has been
employed to demonstrate the rerouting capability. The solution for the problem is depicted
in figure 5.3. The first stream is originating at node 0 and is depicted in blue. It serves the
nodes 3, 9, 10, 13 and 15. The second stream is originating from node 3 and is depicted in
red. It serves the nodes 1, 6, 8, 12 and 14. This wraps up the brief introductory example.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the downscaled graph used in the exemplary multicast experiment with
original edges and routes for each flow depicted in different colours.

Graph Size M.streams Terminal Nodes Time(µ) Time(σ) Variables Constraints

100 1 80 0.057s 0.021s 444 765

1000 2 400 0.455s 0.031s 4 · 103 12 · 103

10000 4 2000 42.420s 21.023s 1.6 · 105 1 · 105

Table 5.2: Evaluation for the multicast experiments.

For the one hundred test instances of the multicast scenario the parameters were as follows.
Each problem thrives to serve 80 percent of the overall node amount. For the network with
one hundred nodes one tree is computed, for the network with one thousand nodes two each
serving 40 percent and for the network with ten thousand nodes four trees each serving
20 percent is computed. The capacity limit again corresponds to the graph size. The
data-rate is as before. The data-rate could have been increased in this scenario due to the
different capacity limit formulation for multicast, yet this would not have increased the
overall complexity of this experiment. The weights wij are randomized from 1 to 20 again.
Table 5.2 presents the results in terms of solving time, number of streams (M.streams) and
problem size.

From table 5.2 one can observe that the problem size grows similar to the unicast case with
the graph size, yet overall is smaller than the unicast problems. This stems from the fact
that in the unicast case each stream presents a separate set of variables proportional to the
amount of edges in E. In the multicast case the amount of terminal nodes does not have
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any influence on the complexity in terms of variables. More multicast streams on the other
hand would obviously increase the problem size to the additional variables introduced.
Having a large amount of multicast groups with a very small amount of terminal nodes on
the other hand seems unlikely. Multicast inherently is designed to serve a large amount of
users with the same content. Therefore the simulation tested this scenario and neglected
the scenario with a large amount of small groups. Overall the largest multicast problems is
solved in approximately a sixth of the time of the largest unicast problem. The enormous
improvement in solving time clearly originates in the reduced problem size.
The last problem presented in section 4.2.3 is the combination of unicast and multicast
routing.
In terms of parameters nothing is changed compared to the standalone unicast and mul-
ticast routing formulations. As a special remark this means that to combine both routing
problems into a single one no additional overhead is needed which would increase the com-
plexity of the problem. The ZIMPL code example is not listed here. It does not introduce
new ZIMPL code structures which would need to be explained in more detail. It is present
in form of an electronic resource on the mandatory disc in the appendix of this work.
An exemplary problem solution for such a mixed problem is nevertheless present in figure
5.4. The unicast streams are routed from node 2 to 13 and from node 9 to 4 respectively.

Figure 5.4: Plot of the downscaled graph used in the exemplary mixed experiment with
original edges and routes for each flow depicted in different colours.

They are depicted in red and blue. The multicast tree origins at node 0 and serves the
nodes 3, 10 and 14.
Continuing with the evaluation of the one hundred test instances the parameters for this
last part of the experiments are stated. For them the amount of nodes employed in either
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Graph Size Unicast streams Multicast streams T. Nodes Time(µ) Time(σ)

100 10 1 70 0.233s 0.170s

1000 100 2 350 8.471s 0.347s

10000 200 4 1950 140.626s 4.162s

Variables Constraints

2664 1755

2.1 · 105 11 · 105

4.16 · 106 2.2 · 106

Table 5.3: Evaluation for the mixed experiments.

unicast or multicast routing is set to 80%. The exact distribution of streams is present in
table 5.3. The capacities, data-rates as well as the weights are unchangend compared to
the previous experiments. Table 5.3 presents the results in terms of solving time, umber of
steams and problem size. This last evaluation concludes the routing related experiments.
Figure 5.5 presents a plot of the different mean values for the solution time obtained in all
routing experiments. The times are plotted in a semilogarithmic fashion. Time is measured
in seconds. One can clearly observe that the solution time experiences exponential growth
with an increasing number of variables. This has been expected due to the fact that all
problem formulations are integer programing or mixed integer programing formulations
which are known to be NP-hard. On the other hand this raises the question until which
degree a global optimization scheme is still applicable. On the other hand it presents a
set of directions for future research in which the model can be optimized, the computation
parallelized or the scale for which the overall process is still conclusive as well as useful. For
example the aspect of scale could be realised in a multiple stage optimization process on
different levels of a network. This could mean that one process optimizes one autonomous
system whereas another optimizes connections between multiple autonomous systems of
the same network operator.
The next section presents a basic experiment using the source mirror location problem and
the coding relay activation problem.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the mean values for the solution time of all three problem classes
on semilogarithmic scale.

5.3 Mirroring and Relaying Experiments

This section presents two examples for the source mirror location problem (SMLP) and
the coding relay activation problem (CRAP) introduced in sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6. Both
are using the same network that as already been used in the previous section for the
demonstration of the routing capabilities.
The goal of the SMLP has been to locate possible alternate source in a distribution network
for a given flow. This of course is relying on the fact that the controller knows about the
content requested by the flow and about the possible alternatives to the original source.
For this example three unicast flows should be routed throughout the exemplary network.
Furthermore the original source is residing at node S1 and two mirrors for this source at
the nodes M1 and M2. The implementation in ZIMPL is presented on the attached digital
media in the appendix of this work. It does not include any special code constructs that
would need any further illustration and is omitted here for the sake of brevity. Figure 5.6
presents the solution for the scenario:

All three streams have S1 as original source. For the optimization process the controller
provided the model with the information about the possible mirrors M1 and M2. The
optimization process obtained a solution for the scenario in which it has chose an alter-
ative source for all flows. The reason for this is the artificially increased weight on the edge
(S1, 1).
Whereas the problem itself is a rather simple construct, one already can observe that the
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Figure 5.6: Solution for the examplatory application of the SMLP.

original routing problem is still solved by the problem formulation. From this fact it is
easily deduced that the source mirror location functionality can be incorporated into the
original routing problems. The problem itself barely increases the complexity of the origi-
nal routing task for two reasons.
First the number of variables is only increased by the number of possible sources per flow
in total. Considering that the remaining number of variables is proportional to the number
of links in the network this is just a small addition. Second the number of constraints is
only increased by one, the source balancing constraint that determines the only one source
may serve one flow at the given time. The alternatives sources just take their place in the
already present balance equations. Therefore the overhead introduced by the source mirror
location is neglectable with respect to the overall problem sizes for the different routing
problems. On the other hand the SMLP provides an useful addition to the traditional rout-
ing formulation with only a small amount of overhead. Furthermore it directly benefits
the network utilization by typically decreasing the amount of necessary links to sucessfully
establish a connection saving network resources. If the alternative sources are strategically
placed in a large scale networks it reduces possible transmission delays in addition which
is beneficial for almost every application.

For the CRAP a similar scenario as for the SMLP is deployed. Again the same examplatory
network is used. Two unicast streams are present. Stream one is directed from node S to
node 14 and the other from node S to node 9. Assuming that the coding relays in this
example are acting as intermediate cache all link parameters λij and relay benefits θij are
given in ms to represent a penalty or improvement in transmission delay. The delay limit
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ΛTarget for each stream is set to 100ms. The stream traversing the network form S to 14
has an accumulated delay of 120ms. Therefore R2 is activated to cache the date in transit
and afterwards transmit it to the sink with a new overall delay of 40ms. The stream from
S to 9 achieves an overall delay of 85ms which is below ΛTarget without a relay activation.
Activating R1 on this path would decrease the perceived delay to 15ms at the sink, yet
would produce additional costs. Therefore this relay is deactivated by the optimization
algorithm during the computation. If activated it would be unnecessary and increase the
value of the objective function which should be minimized. The solution is present in
figure 5.7. If no coding relay is present or if a relay should not be activated the problem

Figure 5.7: Solution for the examplatory application of the CRAP.

formulation can still be used to enforce a delay limit ΛTarget for the routing process. In
such a case the relay activation variables yk could be set to zero prior due to optimization
process. Furthermore the CRAP formulation can as easily be integrated into the original
routing problem as the SMLP. If used in its full capability it adds more variables as the
SMLP. It introduces an amount of new variables to the problem proportional to |E−k |+ 1
at any relay node k as well as 3|E−k | constraints for each relay. This amount of additional
variables and constraints is added on a per flow basis.
Whereas the amount of overhead is larger compared to the SMLP formulation the CRAP
is potentially more important to an effective optimization for multimedia flows due to the
fact that it potentially incorporates more QoS parameters. In future work a combination
of all problems should be investigated to estimate a trade-off between model complexity
and optimization benefit in terms of QoS improvement and network utilization.
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5.4 Summary

This chpter presented an evaluation for the different problem formulations developed for
the NIMFO module. All formulations have been tested and evaluated towards complexity
and solving time. The routing problems for unicast, multicast and the combination of
both have been used to determine the development of the problem size. Together with the
problem size solving time for each problem class has been estimated. For the advanced
problem formulations towards mirroring and relaying activities a more general overview and
exemplary applications are stated. Towards their complexity and solution time they behave
similar to the routing problems. This originates in the fact of their similar formulation
structure. This similarity on the other hand allows for a simple integration of the advanced
formulations into the original routing formulations to form even more powerful optimization
procedures.
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Conclusion

This work investigated an approach towards network optimization on a global scale using
software-defined networks. The paradigm shift in the Internet and the advent of several
challenging multimedia applications in the years around 2010 made it necessary to redesign
the fundamental structure of the Internet’s network core. This work presented IPTV as
an example for a demanding multimedia application and illustrated present distribution
schemes. This prior study has been conducted to identify possible bottlenecks for future
distribution networks. Furthermore the requirements of IPTV towards the underlying
network architecture have been illustrated as an example of the tremendous demands ac-
companying the ongoing paradigm shift.
The next part introduced two well understood optimization techniques, namely graph the-
ory and mathematical programing. Optimization based on mathematical programing solves
large systems of linear equalities and inequalities. Using multiple elaborated concepts these
equations can be used for different purposes. Besides simple equations which enforce con-
straints on the search space, there are formulations for elaborate boolean expressions and
conditional statements. Therefore these programming techniques have been chosen as the
method of choice for the proposed optimization module in the context of software-defined
networks due to its flexibility and modeling potential.
The developed optimization module used the modeling capabilities of the mathematical
programing approach as well as the features of the recently introduced networking paradigm
to create a powerful and modular optimization framework. Besides solving traditional rout-
ing tasks, the module includes the ability to integrate advanced networking concepts in the
form of content replication and relaying techniques. Overall the combination of software
defined networking and programming techniques have been used to develop an optimiza-
tion module for the OpenFlow environment which is adaptive, versatile and extendable for
future applications.
Finally a performance evaluation of the proposed module has been given. The module
itself produced promising results and solved the global optimization problem in a reliable
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fashion. These experiments showed that the application scenario for the module needs to
be considered in the overall process. Furthermore there exists a trade-off between model
accuracy and the optimization capabilities. A complex model providing a detailed analysis
may not be possible in a large scale network for a real time application but a reduced
process may as well be suited. But this trade-off is not uncommon and therefore has been
anticipated during the development.

Future Work

In future work several open problems should be addressed to further improve the optimiza-
tion process. The network model itself presents potential to be extended. This potential
exists in two areas. The first area is a reduction of the model size by eliminating vari-
ables or constraints. Any progress in this area either due to mathematical methods or
an optimized model reduces the overall complexity of the optimization task. To achieve
this the structure of the coefficient matrix A of the problem needs to be further analyzed.
Second more advanced model elements can be introduced to increase the accuracy of the
network abstraction. This could for example include an abstraction of the forwarding gear
in form of packet queues to eliminate congestion at the nodes concerned with forwarding
operations.
The previously mentioned multipath possibilities need to be explored. These possibilities
include the ability to use multiple different links to route one flow. The payload of such
a flow would use multiple different routes to transport a fraction of the overall data and
thereby increasing the efficiency of the process. Furthermore the introduction of multipath
would allow fractional solutions for the decision variables. If these variables no longer are
limited to integer values the complexity of the overall problem is reduced. Furthermore a
network wide usage of multipath can directly benefits the overall network utilization and
perceived quality of the network’s services for the end-user.
Third the source mirror location problem offers potential to perform an elementary load
balancing by introducing variables and constraints that classify the load on each source in
a network. This allows to distribute the workload in the network in the same process and
further increase the effectiveness of the optimization process.
The area of coding relays also introduces more potential if additional relays beside the
introduced relay for data caching are introduced. These areas include different possible
approach with one being a relay that introduced adapative redundancy measures. Such a
relay could possibly alter the encoding of data in transit to prepare it for severe network
segments which can not be circumvented by routing techniques.
Finally the current version optimization suite is designed to solve a large area of general
problems. Several optimization suits exist on the other hand that are tuned to increase
the efficency in solving problem structures with specific coefficient matrices A. This area
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should also be explored, as well as the possiblity of employing commercial solvers. Due
to highly optimized libraries these solvers often provide faster computations than the used
open-source suite. A faster computation offers the possiblity to increase the complexity of
the problem resulting in a better optimization result on one hand. On the other it allows
to solve a larger problem range in real time optimization approaches.
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